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1

Executive Summary

The aim of communication and dissemination in MONICA is to help achieve the overall vision and goals of the
project. Impact creation in various areas of the project is foreseen and communication and dissemination play
an important role in supporting and maximising this impact.
This deliverable presents the strategy on how communication (promoting the action and its results) and
dissemination (sharing the results) can help achieve the goals. This involves activities at project as well as at
partner level. It is a central guideline document for the MONICA Consortium in communicating and
disseminating MONICA to external stakeholders as well as for sharing and coordinating activities internally.
Four main project goals which dissemination and communication will help to achieve include: Foster the takeup of IoT; Enable open ecosystems at a large scale; Gain user acceptance of the IoT solutions and Create
sustainable solutions. High socio-economic, user and technological impact is foreseen which will mark
MONICA as a Best Practice of IoT deployment.
Besides supporting the achievement of the project goals, communication and dissemination should pave the
way for an effective exploitation of MONICA results for the individual partners and in joint partnerships. It should
also help realise the strategic goal of the Innovation Union, demonstrating how it adds value to European life.
The communication and dissemination obligations reflect this widened purpose by addressing a wide
audience.
Six stakeholder groups have been identified and categorised according to their interest or involvement in
MONICA and analysed according to their role and communication needs. They include The Cities, The
Citizens, Technology Providers, Researchers/Innovators, Regulators and Internal Audiences with several subgroupings under each category. To prioritise the communication efforts, the sub-groups have been prioritised
according to interest and power. Especially public authorities and event/festival organisers are central target
groups for communication, being the ones making the final decisions on whether to adopt IoT solutions or not
and should be managed closely and be fully engaged.
MONICA has also analysed the Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats (SWOT) related to
communication and dissemination. The analysis shows that MONICA has a strong foundation on which to
create impact, being an innovative, widely applicable, close-to-market, real-life demonstration which is of
relevance to most Europeans. The challenge will be to give the right people, the right information at the right
time for maximum impact and to ensure that the regulatory and user demands are met.
The analysis and identification of stakeholders help us establish the key messages which cover four focus
areas: Solution-oriented communication, technological dissemination/communication, commercially oriented
communication and story-oriented communication. They each comprise central innovation areas of MONICA.
The variety of target groups also necessitates the use of several platforms for MONICA to effectively inform,
communicate and engage with its many audiences. To reach this wide audience, MONICA uses a mix of
traditional and online communication and dissemination tools. Online tools include the project website, social
media platforms, social awareness platform and webinars whereas the traditional channels cover exhibitions,
events, scientific conferences, press interviews, TV and radio appearances as well as visits, workshops and
meetings. Some are suitable for information sharing; others invite the visitor to engage.
The strategy is to increase communication and dissemination activities as the project results appear, moving
from creating awareness to preparing for exploitation. Activities are steered by central milestones such as
major deliverables and are executed using a variety of methods, including information material, newsletters,
press releases, articles, posts, calls for proposals, publications etc. Special emphasis is on visual
communication and the use of videos, images and infographics. A detailed plan is presented, mapping target
groups with messages, channels, methods, timing, partners involved and related impact.
To know whether the project meets the needs of the target groups and see if adjustments are needed, MONICA
uses different quantitative as well as quality methods to measure communication and dissemination. These
include Key Performance Indicators for knowledge impact and visibility of the project as well as impact
assessment.
Finally, a set of communication policies are presented to effectively plan, share and coordinate efforts,
demarcating internal communication processes, partner responsibilities and obligations.
All partners are engaged in communication and dissemination activities as part of their work package activities
and expertise and are encouraged to be proactive, welcoming the press, offering interviews and visits.
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2

Introduction

The aim of communication and dissemination in MONICA is to help achieve the overall goals of the project
and maximise the project's impact through a strategic approach as outlined by this document.
The task is to promote (communication) and share (dissemination) the MONICA results effectively to a wide
range of stakeholders who have an interest in, concern about or are affected by IoT technologies and the
MONICA applications.
The distinction between the terms communication and dissemination is presented in the MONICA Grant
Agreement (No. 732350) where the obligations are listed.
The dissemination obligations concern the obligation to publicly disclose the results from the project and is
often related to the scientific activities of making research results known:
Unless it goes against their legitimate interests, each beneficiary must — as soon as possible — ‘disseminate’
its results by disclosing them to the public by appropriate means (other than those resulting from protecting or
exploiting the results), including in scientific publications (in any medium).
The communication obligations are extended to promoting not only the results but also the project to a wider
audience, thereby going beyond the project’s own community:
The beneficiaries must promote the action and its results, by providing targeted information to multiple
audiences (including the media and the public) in a strategic and effective manner.
A third, important goal is related to the use (exploitation) of the results of which the dissemination strategy is a
prerequisite for the exploitation plans developed during and after the project1.

2.1

Purpose, context and scope of this deliverable

The purpose of this document is to establish and agree upon a common strategic approach to communication,
dissemination and collaboration in MONICA, aligning and coordinating activities taking place at project and
partner level. The specific objectives are to:
•

Define and execute an effective communication strategy at the beginning of the project;

•

Define, agree and execute a comprehensive dissemination strategy and plan with measurable goals;

•

Contribute to the consolidation and coherence work implemented by the CSA (Coordinated Support
Actions) for horizontal activities;

•

Participate in joint activities organised by the European Commission in policy groups and with other
EU funded projects.

The deliverable is part of the Work Package 12: Impact Creation, Exploitation and Dissemination and the tasks
T12.1 Communication Plan and T12.2 Dissemination Coordination of which the latter deals with coordinating
the dissemination activities and the efforts to make MONICA results influence relevant standardisation bodies
and policy makers.
Since there is significant overlap between communication and dissemination in terms of target groups,
messages, channels and plans, the terms are coined at places and a single plan covering both terms is
presented.
This document mainly covers and specifies general activities planned at project level, indicating individual
partners’ responsibilities and activities. To ensure a strategic approach and commitment, each partner will
produce a communication and dissemination plan, detailing the activities at partner level.
Since the document is part of a continuous process, being revised throughout the project, it is therefore subject
to change and the Consortium will revise the efforts regularly and provide status and updates in the periodic
management reports.

1

For the distinction between dissemination, communication and exploitation, see
https://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/portal/desktop/en/support/faqs/faq-933.html
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2.2

Structure and content of this deliverable

The deliverable is structured to move from a general perspective to a detailed plan of action.
First, the strategic framework for communication and dissemination in MONICA is presented in Chapter 3 with
an analysis of the project, stakeholders, strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats, all of them
positioned in relation to communication and dissemination.
This sets the scene for the strategy in Chapter 4 which outlines key stakeholders and messages and the
channels which will be used. In Chapter 5, we go into further detail, looking at the plan and execution of the
strategy including methods used and the timing of activities.
To know we meet the needs of the target groups, we use methods for measuring the communication and
dissemination efforts in Chapter 6.
Then communication policies are established in Chapter 7 to effectively plan and coordinate activities internally
and establish the obligations and procedures between partners.
Finally, a list of completed and planned activities is presented in Chapter 8, giving a snapshot of activities at
the time of writing.
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3

Analysis

The aim of communication and dissemination in MONICA is to help achieve the overall vision and goals of the
project. Impact creation in various areas of the project is foreseen and communication and dissemination play
an important role in supporting and maximising this impact.
This chapter provides the framework for communication and dissemination in MONICA, and an analysis of its
role and function.
The following sections highlight the project’s main vision, goals and areas of impact and how communication
and dissemination can help fulfil the objectives.
To know more about who the communication and dissemination should target, stakeholders have been
identified and analysed further to establish roles, interests and communication needs.
The analysis chapter is concluded by an analysis of the Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats
(SWOT) related to communication and dissemination of MONICA for the purpose of strategic planning.

3.1

Project vision and goals

As a large-scale pilot in the Horizon 2020 programme on the Internet of Things (IoT)2, the MONICA project
plays a central part in the ambition to foster the European take-up of IoT and enable open IoT ecosystems as
part of the overall strategy of digitising Europe, with the overall aim to encourage public authorities, companies
and researchers to make the most of new technologies 3.
One of the challenges today is the take-up of IoT at a large scale. The vision of MONICA is to be a Best
Practice of large-scale IoT deployment by demonstrating how European cities can implement multiple, existing
and new IoT technologies for smarter living, focusing on security and acoustics applications at large cultural
events. Innovative solutions include the establishment of sound zones at outdoor concerts for noise mitigation
as well as security measures improving crowd information and management.
With six pilots in Copenhagen, Bonn, Hamburg, Leeds, Lyon and Torino, involving 100.000+ end-users, the
MONICA Project will demonstrate that it is possible to implement an IoT ecosystem at a massive scale which
can handle a multitude of devices, sensors, networks and heterogeneous data integrated into an interoperable
cloud-based platform which is capable of offering multiple applications. With at least 10.000 simultaneous endusers, it becomes a massive IoT platform demonstration.
To support a wider uptake, MONICA will offer several business models showing the potential of IoT platforms
and make tools available for new market openings, including a promotion package for entrepreneurs and a
development toolbox with enablers for integration with other Smart City platforms.
This leads to the other challenge of enabling open IoT systems which must be based on underlying open
technologies and architectures that may be reused across multiple use cases and enable interoperability
across those4. The MONICA IoT ecosystem is based on open standards, architectures and data, with only the
application layer being specific to the deployment setting, thus making it integrable, scalable and available for
the development of new IoT applications. An important task is to identify areas and technologies from the
demonstrations which can be standardised and contribute with those to existing standardisation bodies.
A third challenge is the user acceptance of the IoT solutions and safeguarding trust, privacy and data security.
All pilots will actively involve the end-users to meet and find solutions for real needs and challenges. More than
10.000 people will be engaged in the evaluation and innovation process, from authorities, organisers to
citizens. Neighbours affected by the event will be involved in creating useful solutions to the conflict between
cultural attractiveness and nuisance which often exists when carrying out big city events in the inner city.
To safeguard trust, the MONICA IoT platform contains a Data Security, Privacy and Trust Framework that
ensures full data protection and privacy which will be validated by the local authorities and organisers.
A fourth goal in MONICA is to lay the best possible foundation for exploitation of the results after the project
ends by developing individual partner exploitation and sustainability plans. Communication and dissemination
will support the preparation of exploitation and further take-up of IoT after project completion with the pilots as
central actors in paving the way.
2

https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/news/horizon-2020-work-programme-2016-2017-internet-things-large-scale-pilots
https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/digitising-european-industry
4
http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/portal/desktop/en/opportunities/h2020/topics/iot-01-2016.html
3
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3.2

Project impact

With its demonstrations, entailing a massive number of users, MONICA will have a high impact on citizens,
the event industry, IoT business partners and public services. To sum up the vision and goals in the previous
section, the following lists the socio-economic, technological and user impact expected:
In terms of socio-economic impact, the demonstrations will evoke new, significant business opportunities for
several actors with improved access to the European markets. They will help improve safety, quality of life and
comfort for citizens, with less noise emission for people living in urban areas where the venues are held, and
they will help stimulate tourism and increase participation in events.
In terms of technological impact, MONICA will embody a successful use of IoT applications at a large scale,
offering a sustainable, open, plug-in solution available for existing Smart City IoT platforms after project
completion. It will deliver substantial contributions to standardisation work and will influence other IoT related
areas.
In terms of user acceptability, the demonstrations will involve citizens, event participants and professional
actors (such as event organisers, artists and local authorities) in co-creation and validation activities which will
be significant for replicability in other cities and for other professional actors.
A set of Key Performance Indicators (KPI) for each area of impact has been defined and will be assessed by
the pilot work package WP9. Successful fulfilment of the KPI will demonstrate the MONICA platform as a case
of Best Practice of IoT deployment. The results from the pilots will be supported by communication and
dissemination activities to help maximise the impact. See Section 6.3 and Appendix A for more on project KPI.

3.3

Communication and dissemination objectives

As indicated, communication and dissemination in MONICA should pave the way for an effective and
competitive exploitation of MONICA results for the individual partner organisations. However, it should also
support the grand narrative of European innovation.
Besides the European IoT framework outlined in 3.1, MONICA is also part of the larger strategic framework of
innovation5, playing a key role in supporting and propagating innovation in Europe through the communication
and dissemination of project results.
As outlined in the EC communication guide 6, MONICA should demonstrate how it contributes to a European
Innovation Union and account for public spending by providing proof that it adds value by:
•

showing how European collaboration has achieved more than would have otherwise been possible;

•

showing how the outcomes are relevant to our everyday lives;

•

making better use of the results.

These public obligations are reflected in the project’s agreement with the European Commission whereby the
project must engage the public and ensure that knowledge and results are made available for those who would
like to use it.
The communication objective in MONICA is thus to promote the project and its results for maximum impact,
demonstrating how EU-funding contributes to tackling societal challenges 7. This is achieved by providing
targeted information to multiple audiences, including the media and the public in a strategic and effective
manner and by engaging its stakeholders in a two-way exchange.
The dissemination objective in MONICA is to make results and knowledge easily available to the public and
stakeholder groups who have an interest in IoT and Smart Living/City applications, enabling stakeholders to
use the results in their own work. This is achieved by enabling open access to scientific publications, sharing
open data and offering development tools.
To further maximise the impact, collaboration with support actions and other initiatives with similar strategic
aims is planned to support the take-up of IoT and the growth of dynamic IoT ecosystems. See Section 5.3.

5

http://ec.europa.eu/research/innovation-union/index_en.cfm
http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/data/ref/h2020/other/gm/h2020-guide-comm_en.pdf
7
As defined by https://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/portal/desktop/en/support/faqs/faq-933.html
6
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The following tables illustrate how communication and dissemination will support the achievement of the
overall goals in MONICA.
Goal: To foster the take-up of IoT
Project objective

Communication and dissemination objective

To encourage public authorities, businesses and
researchers to make the most of IoT technologies

To ensure that the stakeholders have access to
information about the project, pilots and the results
within their interest area.
To ensure that especially the users of the IoT
technologies i.e. the city actors have the
opportunity to contact and meet with the pilots
To provide demonstrations of the solution to city
challenges
To ensure that scientific publications and results
are easily available for the research community and
documented in internal assessments of impact

To provide best practice deployment

To provide evidence of best practise based on the
identified KPI
To ensure that the general public and the press are
continuously made aware of the MONICA vision,
results and innovations
To ensure that the advisory and ethical boards in
MONICA have access to relevant information

To develop attractive business models

To make the value propositions and business
prospects available to the relevant stakeholders

Goal: To enable open ecosystems at a large scale
Project objective

Communication and dissemination objective

To offer plug-in solution to existing Smart City IoT
platforms

To ensure that the relevant stakeholders know of
the possibilities of integrating the MONICA platform
and have access to the tools
To provide demonstrations of scalability and
integration

To contribute to standardisation work

To ensure that the MONICA contributions are made
available from the demonstrations

To influence other IoT related areas

To make the MONICA concept and results known
to other IoT areas and through collaboration with
other large-scale projects, support actions and
initiatives

To enable the use of open data for innovation

To ensure that developers know of and have
access to the Open Data repository and the tools
To ensure that entrepreneurs know of the
commercial opportunities in the MONICA Promotion
Service Package
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Goal: To gain user acceptance of the IoT solutions
Project objective

Communication and dissemination objective

To engage citizens in co-creation

To enable access to information, city data and
dialogue about city challenges
To provide demonstrations of solutions on how to
involve the citizens

To improve trust, safety and quality of life

To ensure that information about the MONICA
approach to social innovation is available to city
administrations
To make the evaluation results from the pilot
demonstrations known to stakeholders

To stimulate tourism

To ensure that information about the business
impact coming from the pilots is available to the
tourism and cultural industries

Goal: To create sustainable solutions
Project objective

Communication and dissemination objective

To create sustainability of the pilots

To ensure that the strategies and promotion actions
are informed about internally in the organisations
and to its external audiences

To prepare for exploitation

To make support material available for partners to
use
To make the MONICA concept and results known
to strategic networks of partners

3.4

Stakeholder identification and classification

Success of the project is not simply related to achieving the deployment of the MONICA ecosystem and
innovations but also depend on the impact it has on the outside world and the relevant stakeholders.
Stakeholders can be defined as those with an interest or concern in MONICA, who impact or are impacted by
MONICA. Stakeholders thus constitute a broad group of people, groups and organisations who can affect the
project decisions and outcomes more or less.
To maximise the impact through communication and dissemination, it is therefore first important to identify and
classify which stakeholders MONICA is targeting to structure the right messages and select the right platforms
and then analyse the power structure to make prioritisations, keeping in mind the dynamics of power which
might shift between stakeholders8.
The Consortium has identified a set of target groups, covering the full range of potential users and
stakeholders. The external target groups can be divided into five, overall categories with subgroups as
indicated in Table 1. A sixth category has been added on the right to represent the main internal audiences in
MONICA.

8

E.g. even though one stakeholder has the power to decide, invest and implement a new service, its users can affect a successful
outcome by lack of adoption or bad reviews. Also, the prioritisation of stakeholders will be different for each of the 28 MONICA partners.
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Table 1 Initially defined target groups for communication and dissemination in MONICA

Technology
Providers
IoT Smart City
integrators

The Cities

The Citizens

Event and
festival
organisers
Public
authorities

Neighbours to
events

The cultural
and creative
industry
The tourism
industry
Various
communities
of EU cities

Event
participants
Civic
communities
Entrepreneurs,
innovators,
developers

Security service
providers
Acoustic industry

Press

General public

Standardisation
bodies

Other public
institutions
(healthcare)

Educators
(non-research)

Other IoT industries
(healthcare,
gamification)

Citizens in
urban areas

Component and
system suppliers,
IoT platform
companies
Telecommunication
companies

Researchers
and Innovators
ICT and IoT
research
communities
Acoustics
societies

Support actions

IoT large scale
pilots
AIOTI - The
European
Alliance of IoT
Innovation
IoT EPI,
OpenAIRE, IoT
Open platforms
Art Community

Regulators
Local politicians

Internal
Audiences
MONICA
partners

National
politicians

Project
Board

Law
enforcement
organisations
Noise regulation
communities
EU regulators

Advisory
Board

Data protection
experts

Partner
internal
organisation

Ethical
Board
EC Project
officer

The Cities comprise public and private actors responsible for the administration and organisation of large
cultural events in the city. Development of the city towards the Smart City concept is crucial to all subcategories
in relation to innovation, growth and fostering optimal creative business. As a result, they are interested in
activities which make the city more attractive, without sacrificing the Safe City aspects. Therefore, the public
actors also have a responsibility to meet all interests in the city, especially safeguarding its citizens, with the
role of making rules on how to use the city and/or administering that regulations and rules are obeyed. This
includes interaction with the PPDR authorities (Public Protection and Disaster Relief) were any new or
increased cultural activities must accommodate the interests of these authorities.
The Citizens consist of all the people who live in the city or come to cultural events in the city. They include
the citizens affected directly by the events; citizens participating in the events; groups of citizens with an interest
in the city, a specific area or cause; citizens with an interest in creating new services and the general public.
The local inhabitants want what is best for their local surroundings, with special focus on what may affect their
daily life and neighbourhood. Others, such as tourists and visitors, come to enjoy the events being less
attached to the city as ‘home’, looking merely for great experiences.
Technology Providers cover the broad group of technology suppliers from device and hardware manufacturers
to network and storage, interested in, enabling or integrating IoT functionality. A common feature is the focus
on the business prospect of offering IoT technologies, moving away also from the fixed wire constraints to
developing new standards for enabling wireless interoperability.
Researchers and Innovators cover the ICT communities and projects who work with similar aims as MONICA:
to bring IoT technologies to the market and establish Europe as The Innovation Union. Both the Technology
Providers and the Research and Innovation group look at the potential of using the results from MONICA in
other city innovation areas such as airports and main traffic arterials. Other business/innovation areas such as
healthcare and gamification industries could also benefit from the knowledge derived from the project. Such
spin-off stakeholders are also evident in the Cities’ sub-group ‘other public institutions’ such as the healthcare
institutions who could be interested in new health apps, in-ear solutions, noise measurement etc.
The Regulators cover the group of national regulatory authorities (NRA’s) holding the mandate to develop and
set the scene for what is possible or not for the MONICA application areas both at a local, national and
European level. They should not only be seen as a barrier but a dynamic framework for guidance which helps
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to identify but also overcome constraints in particular through the work at European level in bodies such as
ETSI9 and CEPT10.
The Internal Audiences contain the stakeholders internal to the project. At project level, the city pilots are
important as a requirement source and the advisory and ethical board as consultants in terms of needs, trends,
rules and standards. At partner level, the internal organisation plays a role in the sustainability of the MONICA
solutions beyond the project.
The following table illustrates the main role and interest of the different subgroups in relation to deployment of
MONICA solutions and the need for communication.
Table 2 Role, interest and communication need

Sub-group

Role

Interest in MONICA

Communication need

Event and festival
organisers

Plan and market
events

Increase the number
of popular events or
participants or expand
the variety of artists

Get detailed information
about the MONICA
applications and the
opportunities

Widen the concert
event opportunities to
approach more urban
environments

Get access to evaluation
results

Attract newcomers
whether citizens,
artists, creative
classes or visitors

Get detailed information
about the MONICA
demonstrations and
opportunities

Provide a better citizen
service

Get information about the
evaluation results in terms of
environment, noise control,
security and user acceptance

Meet budget and
generate growth
Gain feedback from
users to improve
services
Public authorities

Develop and maintain
city and citizen
services

The Cities

Participate in branding
of the city
Inform and
communicate with
citizens about central
issues gaining
feedback
The culture and
creative industry

The tourism
industry

Promote what makes
the city unique and
safe

Market their cultural
products

Fulfil certain standards
and quality parameters

Continue to innovate

Attract a wider range
of artists

Market the city
towards visitors

Attract more visitors

Get information on the
opportunities of MONICA in
other cultural areas

Get information about what
MONICA has to offer and
promote its business models
Spectacular - Safe - SMART

EU city
communities

Share knowledge with
other cities

Improve urban life by
sustainable, integrated
solutions, and even

Get information about
MONICA as Best of Practice

Cooperate in the
implementation
The press

9

Provide news to
citizens about the
SMART changes in
society

Empower the informed
to make own
decisions, and develop
new ideas of
applications

Get information about the
novelty of the demonstrations
and MONICA’s impact on
society
In MONICA, special focus is
expected on the aspects of

European Telecommunications Standards Institute: http://www.etsi.org/
European Conference of Postal and Telecommunications Administrations: http://www.cept.org/

10
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Sub-group

Role

Interest in MONICA

Communication need
the new, personal data
protection regulations

Other public
institutions such as
the healthcare
domain

Look out for new
opportunities and
innovation

Utilise the results from
MONICA in their own
domain to improve
services

Be informed about the
potential of other application
areas

Neighbours to
events

Quality of life directly
affected by the cultural
events in the city

Keep noise and other
nuisance (petty crime,
traffic, etc.) to a
minimum

Get information about issues
and changes that affect them
and which they can affect

Close proximity to
the events

Consultancy and feedback
on annoyance level
Shared access to city data

The Citizens

Enter into dialogue and be
heard
Citizens in urban
areas

Part of a democratic
society, with rights and
obligations, being a
determining factor in
accepting changes

Protect standard of
living and rights

Shared access to city data

Event participants

Partake in cultural
events and provide
feedback, which
influences the
perception of event
success or failure

Enhance the whole
experience (quality,
service, safety and
trust)

Know the details about the
venue/event, features and
services including
applications

Civic communities

Identify and address
issues of public
concern

Solve issues of public
security and noise
concern to promote
the quality of the
community

Get information about
MONICA in terms of citizen
involvement

Entrepreneurs,
innovators,
developers

Make/develop new
business opportunities

Use the MONICA
toolbox of
development tools and
technology enablers to
quickly develop new
IoT applications.

Receive information about
tools and guidelines and how
to use them

General public

Voice the ‘norm’ of
society and influence
the general perception
of what is ‘in’ and what
is ‘out’

Become aware of the
project’s aim and
relevance

Get information about
MONICA as issues relevant
to their daily life and society
in general

Educators (nonresearch)

Play an active role of
learning, influencing its
content and modelling

Must have up-to-date
insight and knowledge
about technology and
IoT to found next
generation innovation

Get information about
MONICA applications and
their context in terms of pros
and cons
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Sub-group

Role

Interest in MONICA

Communication need

IoT Smart City
integrators

Provide a secure and
scalable IoT
infrastructure that
integrates multiple
systems

Integrate with existing
applications

Get information about the
MONICA IoT platform
ecosystem as moving
beyond the state of the art
and integration aspects

Leverage the MONICA
enabling toolbox
Move from small-scale
to large-scale
operation

Component and
system suppliers
IoT platform
companies

Develop and market
the right systems and
processes for
maximum value
Safeguard connected
devices and networks
Ensure privacy
measures

Deliver a resilient,
secure, scalable IoT
platform
Deliver feedback,
actuation and
intelligence for
situational awareness
and decision support
Overcome the uptake
barrier of costly
sensors

Providers

Leverage the MONICA
generic Data Security,
Privacy and Trust
Framework for full data
protection and privacy
Telecommunication
companies

Accommodate for the
rapid increase of
devices
communicating over
their networks and the
different behaviour
when connecting to
the network

Get access to the business
models
Get information about the
MONICA ecosystems.
Special interest in scalability
and security is foreseen
Get access to validation
results
Get information about the
business models
Communicate the
advantages of industry
participation in the
standardisation activities in
ETSI

Integrate M2M
(Machine-to-Machine)
communication
technologies into the
telco network

Get information about
MONICA approach and
results in terms of deploying
wireless communications in
massive IoT networks

Expand services for
IoT revenue

Communicate the message
that pure data services
should be offered at flat rates
to grow the business

Safeguard connected
devices and networks
Security service
and solution
providers

Secure events and
venues

Add additional security
solutions to the
portfolio of services

Get information about the
MONICA security
applications and innovations
and how they interwork with
current security related
networks

Acoustic industry

Offer acoustics design
for enhancement of
sound experience

Move from laboratory
testing to real
environment
implementation

Get information about the
MONICA sound applications
and innovations
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Sub-group

Role

Interest in MONICA

and/or noise control
solutions

Leverage the results of
establishing sound
zones in a real-life
setting

Identify standards
gaps, and encourage
developments of new
technical standards
towards European
Norms (EN) in ETSI

Pave the way further
for a horizontal
approach, ‘using the
same language’

Get introduction to MONICA
and input on new possible
standards coming from the
project

Create a competitive
offering of MONICA
services through a
standards-based
environment with the
CE-marking
certification

Establish a regular liaison
between project MONICA
and the relevant ETSI TB’s in
the field of IoT/M2M

Other IoT industries
(healthcare,
gamification)

Create business
opportunities

Exploit the MONICA
results in own
business domains and
for new applications

Get information about
MONICA innovations and
replicability and have access
to tools

ICT and IoT
research
communities

Build and exchange
knowledge of ICT and
IoT

Identify areas for
further research and
innovation including
eventual follow-on
projects

Get introduction to MONICA
and its innovations, moving
beyond state of the art

Promote the
knowledge, progress
and practical
applications of
acoustics in an
outdoor environment

Move from laboratory
testing to real
environment
implementation

Get information about
MONICA and the acoustics
ecosystem and applications

Support IoT take-up by
aligning it with enduser and societal
expectations

Follow user activities
and provide
consultancy

Standardisation
bodies

Strengthen European
leadership and overall
export potential

Researchers and Innovators

Acoustic societies

Support actions

Develop Application Notes
explaining the possibilities of
invisible“sound curtains” or
“muted areas”
Get information about
MONICA vision and
approach to provide the best
support

Mutualise information
and learning
experiences, and
improve
communication with
the public
Stimulate collaboration
between IoT initiatives,
foster the take up of
IoT in Europe and
support the
development and
growth of IoT
ecosystems
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Role

Interest in MONICA

Communication need

IoT large scale
pilots

Promote the up-take of
IoT and facilitate open
IoT eco systems in
Europe

Exchange knowledge
and collaborate

Get introduction to MONICA
and vision

AIOTI – the
Alliance for IoT
innovation

Contribute to a
dynamic European IoT
ecosystem

Utilise the results from
MONICA

Get introduction to MONICA
and vision

IoT EPI, IoT Open
platforms,
OpenAIRE

Build a vibrant, open
and sustainable IoTecosystem in Europe

Share information
about platform
interoperability and
development

MONICA results (use cases,
lessons learned, software)
made available to the IoT
Open Platforms portal.

Art Community

Bring together artists
and technology
providers to explore
new ways of working

Creativity coming from
MONICA to boost
innovation and
stimulate prototype
development

Inform of MONICA and the
possibilities of taking part in
artistic residence programs

Local politicians

Lay out the local
strategies, policies and
budget for IoT uptake
and Smart City
implementation

Identify the
opportunities and
benefits of
implementing IoT for
city services

Get introduction to MONICA
and the IoT opportunities for
Smart Living and Smart City
implementation

National politicians

Lay out the national
legislative framework
and budget

Identify the national
opportunities and
benefits of
implementing IoT

Get introduction to MONICA
and the demonstrations of
IoT in terms of security and
noise

Law enforcement
organisations

”Dress up” the Public
Safety and Emergency
organisations and staff
to understand how
MONICA could be a
tool that further
strengthens their
capabilities efficiency
of activities

Improve security
measures and
management when
handling large-crowd
behaviour.

Get information about
MONICA in terms of security
handling and interaction with
existing local systems.

Noise regulation
communities

Avoid noise problems
by setting up
guidelines, noise limits
and methods of noise
measurements

Follow the results on
the handling of noise
at large cultural events
and on the general
perception of sound

Get information about the
results from the pilots

EU regulators

Establish the
legislation and
regulation relevant for
IoT deployment;
ePrivacy,
cybersecurity, data
protection, data
economy

Follow the results from
the demonstrations to
identify gaps, barriers
and impact

Get information about
MONICA and its results
within the regulatory
landscape

Assess data
management in ICT
systems

Follow the
demonstrations and
evaluate the MONICA

Regulators

Sub-group

Data Protection
experts
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Sub-group

MONICA partners

Role

Promote MONICA and
its results locally to
showcase IoT uptake,
either for commercial,
consultancy or
sustainability purposes

Interest in MONICA

Communication need

Data Security, Privacy
and Trust Framework
and its impact

Get information about data
issues hindering further
deployment

Offer new services
Continue to use the
IoT applications if
successful

Know the communication
and dissemination aims and
commit to the plans
Get tools and materials
which assist activities

Internal Audiences

Coordinate the
activities
Project Board

Ensures that major
technical decisions
support the project's
vision and objectives
and provides strategic
direction to the project
in all relevant areas

Reach goals in terms
of innovation and
impact

Advisory and
ethical boards

Offer expertise in
terms of
standardisation, radio
frequency utilisation,
security, noise,
acoustics and IoT as
well as ethical matters

Review the project
outcomes and make
recommendations

Get introduction to MONICA
vision and progress

Functions as the main
contact point between
the Consortium and
the Commission

Assess the project
impact and measuring
the extent to which the
project contributes to
the achievement of the
EC strategic objectives

Get reports on the impact of
communication and
dissemination efforts with
regards to the overall goals
of the project

Reap the benefits of
participation and
create a lasting impact
of the MONICA project

Get updates on project
status, results and impact

EC project officer

Ensures the
development,
assessment and
follow-up of the project
Partner internal
organisation

3.5

Get information about
activities from other partners
Get reports on the outcomes
of dissemination and
communication efforts

Determines the
objectives and strategy
areas of the
company/organisation

Get access to relevant
deliverables

SWOT

This section presents an analysis of the Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats (SWOT) related
to communication and dissemination in MONICA, analysing the internal situation (Strengths and Weaknesses),
and external situation (Opportunities and Threats). The purpose of the analysis is to become aware of the
potentials and barriers to better plan the strategic approach. The SWOT analysis is presented in Figure 1.
The analysis shows that MONICA has a strong foundation on which to create impact, being an innovative,
widely applicable, close-to-market, real-life demonstration which is of relevance to most Europeans. The
challenge will be to use resources wisely, giving the right people, the right information at the right time for
maximum impact and to ensure that the regulatory and user demands are met. In the following chapters, the
strategy and plan for achieving this goal are described.
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Figure 1 SWOT analysis

Weaknesses

Strengths
The MONICA Project is innovative, naturally generating
a considerable amount of interest which supports the
communication and dissemination effort

The high level of technological knowledge risks
generating a language which hinders understanding for
non-technical stakeholders

Project partners have extensive knowledge within all
fields which is required for precise and correct
dissemination and communication.

The large organisation of partners with different
cultures and interests challenges the adoption of the
overall strategic approach of clear communication (in
terms of goal, target group and message)

Commercial partners are used to communicate and
market results and academic partners are experienced
disseminators

Some very central applications have not been tested in
a real-life setting which will impact on the perception of
success or failure, regardless of communication efforts

The number of pilots and end-users ensures a
widespread reach and visibility

Difference in local regulations (e.g. on flying drones) and
heightened security measures (e.g. terroist threats
preventing access to cameras and thereby slowing
down to have information about the fields such as
precise map, location of checkpoints etc.) affect the
value proposition and its communication

The concept of safety and sound at cultural events is
relevant to all people
A dedicated Consortium focuses on making the most of
the results for internal as well as external impact and is
supported by a strong stakeholder network
As an on-going 3 year project, there is a unique
opportunity to create momentum and build up
expectations and present results with great interest
from the public, media and corporates.

Lack of resources or focus risks downgrading
communication/dissemination and the production of
ongoing visual and written material necessary to create
momentum
Lack of impact points and results that can be presented
the first and second year
No large media event, press conference, labs or others
to create interest and coverage
No high-profile ambassadors appointed locally;
politican, celebrity, mayor, others

SWOT
Opportunities

Threats

Meet a market demand for advanced security and noise
control at large city events

Different national regulations become a barrier for the
uptake of IoT and thus stakeholders immediately reject
communication and dissemination of business
prospects

Brand the project as Best Practice IoT deployment
Strenghten the benefits of IoT uptake in a close-tomarket context which makes it possible for easy
replication

Corporate policies and traditional management hinder
fast, open communication

Take advantage of press coverage for branding
MONICA

Lack of interest in MONICA results from Cities and
business stakeholders or internally in the partner
organisations

Reach out to new markets and actors forming new
constellations

Lack of user acceptance of IoT solutions

With the current terror threat, the interest and demand
for better crowd safety is of huge public and media
interest, generating high interest in MONICA security
application
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4

Strategy

This chapter describes the aim of communication and dissemination and how MONICA plans to get there. It
contains a stakeholder prioritisation, the key messages and which platforms MONICA plans to use.

4.1

Aim and approach

As mentioned, the goal of communication and dissemination in MONICA is to help achieve the overall vision
and goals of the project set out in 3.1 for maximum impact. This is done by a threefold approach of making
results and knowledge available (dissemination), promoting results and the project in general (communication)
and engage stakeholders (collaboration, demonstration and user engagement). Key objectives include
ensuring easy access to information and results for all stakeholders, engaging with stakeholders and providing
demonstrations and developer tools.
The strategy is to progressively increase communication and dissemination activities as demonstration results
are obtained, moving from initially assuring wide awareness of the MONICA project to creating favourable
conditions for wider uptake towards the end of the project. The process is illustrated in Figure 2.

Disseminate the concept
in strategic networks of
the partners
Prepare powerful public
image
Engage the public at
large
Liaison with business
stakeholders

Continue to build
awareness of the
MONICA results in IoT
networks and among
event organisers and
public authorities
Engage public
stakeholders further
Fully engage in AIOTI
groups and horizontal
activities
Verify opportunities to
present the MONICA
applications at public
events and involve other
stakeholders
Obtain press coverage in
technical/public/sciences
magazines

4.2

Year 3

Create awareness of the
project

Year 2

Year 1

Figure 2 Stages of activities

Prepare to integrate
MONICA in other IoT
environments and liaise
with prominent clusters
Enhanced press coverage
in newspapers and
magazines
Promote the uptake of
business models,
integrating technologies
and tools in selected
domains
Prepare for exploitation
of all MONICA knowledge
components
Elicit public engagement
through TV and
newspapers
Prepare for wider uptake
through the six reference
pilot sites

Stakeholder prioritisation

MONICA have multiple audiences as identified in 3.4. who have different needs and interests and
communication must therefore be targeted appropriately to be effective. To work effectively with all
stakeholders, a prioritisation of stakeholders is valuable to demarcate the level of power and interest and plan
communication and dissemination efforts accordingly.
Stakeholders can be mapped within four positions, indicating roles and what kind of action is needed11:
•

Key players with high power and interest. They should be managed closely and be fully engaged,
making sure they are very satisfied with the level and quality of communication;

11

Methods used: Wright, George, and George Cairns, Scenario Thinking: Practical Approaches to the Future, Palgrave MacMillan,
Houndmills, Basingstoke, Hampshire, 2011, p. 92 and
https://www.mindtools.com/pages/article/newPPM_07.htm
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•

Context setters with high power but lower interest. They should be kept satisfied but not bored with
the message;

•

Subjects with low power, but high interest. They should be kept adequately informed, they might
contribute with important aspects and advice;

•

Bystanders with low power and immediate interest. They should be monitored and receive relevant
updates but no excessive information.

The mapping of stakeholders in MONICA is illustrated in the following Figure 3. The mapping of stakeholders
is subject to refinement as the project progresses and if a shift in power or interest becomes apparent.

Figure 3 Mapping stakeholders according to level of power and interest

The mapping of stakeholders shows that the cities, their politicians and the event organisers are central target
groups for communication activities, being the ones making the final decisions on whether to adopt IoT
solutions or not. However, actors who are affected by the solutions such as the neighbours to the events must
also be kept in the loop and engaged in the process for optimal effect. The aim in MONICA is exactly to
consolidate the conflict that may arise between city and citizen interest by engaging citizens in co-creating
solutions.
Others who play an important role are the technology suppliers who provide the technological infrastructure
and solutions for realising the Smart City/Smart Living – solutions which must comply with several
requirements to succeed, in terms of security, interoperability and scalability.

4.3

Key focus areas and messages

In the previous sections, we have identified the communication and dissemination objectives related to the
project goals and looked at the communication needs of each stakeholder sub-group. Key target groups have
been identified, enabling the project to prioritise the communication efforts and from this, we can establish the
key focus areas and messages that we want to convey. The key messages can be construed according to four
different focus areas:
•

Solution-oriented communication which engages cities and cultural event communities in the MONICA
demonstration results and the technical proficiency.
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o

•

The key message is that cities can add value for all by implementing IoT technologies and
that the technology is available and ready now;
▪

MONICA demonstrates how multiple, existing and new technologies for a smarter
living can be implemented at a large scale, focusing on security and acoustics
applications at large cultural events in the inner city. It uniquely involves 100.000+
end-users with more than 10.000 citizens involved in co-creation and evaluation
activities.

▪

Innovative applications include the establishment of muted sound zones at outdoor
concerts for noise mitigation as well as security measures improving crowd
information and management.

Technological dissemination/communication which engages the IoT community in the unique
functionalities of the MONICA platform in terms of interoperability, scalability, heterogeneity, and
closed-loop applications.
o

The key message is that current technological restrictions of large-scale IoT implementation
(security, scalability, integration, lack of feedback, actuation and intelligence, cost etc.) can be
overcome.
▪

•

Commercially oriented communication which informs stakeholders, investors, entrepreneurs and
potential customers about the MONICA solutions, business models and tools.
o

The key message is that IoT technology can create real economic value, generating new
business in various areas and settings.
▪

•

MONICA provides a Best Practice of large-scale IoT demonstration, taking all aspects
into account. It demonstrates innovative security, acoustics and IoT platform
ecosystems moving from laboratory test to real-life implementation. The ecosystem
uses a multitude of different sensors, networks and heterogeneous data and entails
a cloud-based platform capable of offering multiple applications with at least 10.000
simultaneous end users, making it a massive IoT platform demonstrations. The result
is an IoT platform based on open architecture and standards which can be
incorporated with existing Smart City systems, be replicated to fit other settings or
used to develop new Smart City applications.

MONICA will offer several business models showing the potential for IoT platforms
and make tools available for building business by inviting developers and
entrepreneurs to use MONICA open data and start-up services. With its innovative
sound and security applications, it has substantial growth potential being relevant for
several other application areas.

Story-oriented communication which informs the general public about the demonstrations and
progress in IoT solutions for solving societal issues.
o

The key message is that it is possible to embrace the new technologies and reap the societal
benefits, without jeopardising data security, privacy and trust.
▪

The MONICA solution features a generic data security, protection and trust federation
framework that ensures full data protection and privacy and allows role-based control
measures to enforce information exchange only among authenticated and authorised
entities. MONICA has security and regulatory experts within the Consortium to
establish the legislative framework and also engages an advisory and ethical board
for proper guidelines.

The messages will be further detailed once the MONICA use cases are in place and once the demonstration
results start emerging.

4.4

Communication and dissemination channels

The variety of target groups necessitates the use of several platforms for MONICA to effectively inform,
communicate and engage with its many audiences.
To reach this wide audience, MONICA uses a mix of traditional and online communication tools. Online tools
include the project website, social media channels, social awareness platform and webinars whereas the
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traditional channels cover exhibitions, events, paper presentations, press interviews, TV and radio appearance
as well as visits, workshops and meetings. Some are suitable for information sharing; others invite the visitor
to engage.
The following sections present the channels chosen for the different target groups. The website, social media
platforms and webinars have already been described in detail in D12.2 Project Website and Social Media
Platforms, so the following descriptions replicate the main conclusions and provide any further details.

4.4.1

Project website

The website is the main communication tool, suitable for addressing the various stakeholders in MONICA who
can quickly click on to their area of interest. It contains the most important information about the project and
will be enriched continuously.
Figure 4 Screenshot security slider on MONICA home page

It is designed so that is possible to get an overview of the MONICA story on one page, using images, videos,
and lively, engaging content to engage the visitor, reflecting the vibrancy of the cultural and sport events which
will be demonstration events in MONICA.
Most of the language used is non-technical and easy to understand, with the exception of technological and
regulatory matters which entail using more specialist terms. However, the aim is to make this content as easily
digestible as possible to the average visitor.
The visitor can on one page get an initial impression of the project by clicking ‘our pilots’, ‘applications’,
‘consortium’, ‘news’ which will lead to the respective description on the same page with the possibility to ‘read
more’. It will also be possible to get more information about the project by using the submenus.
A central focus of the website is the end-users i.e. the cities and on what the city can gain by implementing
IoT technologies (solution-oriented communication, see 4.3). An invitation to read more about the security and
acoustics applications is given in the sliders on the front page and in the menu, leading to the six pilots.
Another important group is the technology providers looking for ways to deal with the integration of multiple
networks, systems and technologies in the creation of business (technological and commercially oriented
communication/dissemination). Finally, focus is on the engagement of citizens in Smart City solutions (solutionand story- oriented communication). Read more about the website content and solution in D12.2.

4.4.2

Partner websites

Partners use their own websites to promote a general awareness of the MONICA project, pinpoint their specific
role in their own network of stakeholders and some partners will create specific pages for the project12. Some
partners have started from day one publishing news about MONICA and continue to post on a regular basis,
12

https://www.fit.fraunhofer.de/en/fb/ucc/projects/monica.html, http://www-injet-azure.businessdns.dk/en/articles.php?article_id=2
http://www-injet-azure.businessdns.dk/en/articles.php?article_id=27
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other partners (e.g. some pilot partners) will only use certain official channels when a more definite and
developed stage of the project is achieved. Examples of news releases are shown in Appendix E.

4.4.3

Social media platforms

To reach and engage a wide audience, information about MONICA is spread both on the project as well as on
partners’ social media sites. Posts will be shared to support the flow of news and content added continuously.
Some partners will use their social media channels only for special occasions.
MONICA uses different social media channels to increase visibility, share knowledge faster, promote the
results and interact with the public, especially the citizens involved at the pilot sites. By using social media,
MONICA meets people where they are, thereby gaining important insight, and MONICA can take advantage
of the networking and viral effect, making it possible to increase awareness considerably.
At the time of writing, Facebook and Twitter are used at project level and MONICA also plans to establish a
YouTube channel once videos are produced. Other channels such as Instagram and LinkedIn are also
considered.
Facebook
Being suited for reaching citizens and the general public, Facebook is used to
highlight the demonstrations and the relevance it brings to society and our daily
lives, using a non-formal and more personal language. The aim is to engage
people in the discussions on the benefits and conflicts of having large, inner
city events and using new IoT technologies, ultimately to gain user acceptance
of IoT (story- and solution-oriented communication).
The MONICA Facebook page targets the broader European crowd, collecting
and linking stories about the project and the events.
Partners also use their own Facebook pages to create awareness about the
project and highlight their specific role. Pilot partners will use it to target the
individual citizens and civic groups affected by the large cultural events inviting
them to participate in solving the challenges based on factual data and
information coming from the pilot sites.
Twitter
MONICA mainly uses Twitter to connect to the IoT and EC communities,
which include other relevant projects, networks, initiatives and stakeholders
in the IoT domain as well as cities interested in IoT technologies and Smart
City/Living platforms. As a result, the tweets contain more specialist terms,
known to these communities.
Tweets are used to direct the audience’s attention to central information
about the project and invite for collaboration by marketing events, open data
repositories, promotion packages and publications (commercially oriented
and technological communication/dissemination).
MONICA will also use Twitter to promote and comment on the webinars,
applying a hashtag which others can use in their tweets. All tweets during
the webinar will feature in the integrated Twitter feed on the webinar player
site. Read more about the social media platforms and usage in D12.2.
YouTube
With over 1 billion users, YouTube is a far-reaching platform which MONICA plans to use for uploading and
sharing own videos. Central stakeholders are Cities, Citizens and the general public. The content of the videos
will inform and engage viewers, focusing on creating awareness and on making content that are relevant to
general society. Other possibilities will also be explored such as interviews of citizens/neighbours or vlogs
(video diaries) from the demonstration events. MONICA will also engage in more ‘social’ activities, following
relevant YouTube channels and commenting on content.
Instagram and LinkedIn
Several partners use other channels such as LinkedIn and Instagram which can are used to spread MONICA
messages, increase visibility and coverage. As mentioned in D12.2, Instagram is an obvious choice for the
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pilot events and happenings, sharing pictures and input and this content can also feed directly into the
Facebook page(s). With over 400 million users of which 53 % are between the ages of 18 and 29, Instagram
is a suitable platform for the festival and concert-goers in MONICA.
LinkedIn can be utilised for targeting content to very specific industries and companies such as the Technology
Providers as it is a channel for business networking with 433 million members. It is also relevant for opening
up business opportunities to individual partners since it links directly to partners’ company profiles. The
associated slide hosting service SlideShare, owned by LinkedIn and with 70 million users, can be used to
share presentation slides.
Figure 5 Instagram post from partners Vaeksthus Zealand on MONICA in the local Copenhagen newspaper
Bryggebladet https://www.bryggebladet.dk/

4.4.4

Collective Awareness Platforms

Citizens from the pilots, who are affected by the events are invited to participate on Collective Awareness
Platforms (CAP) with the purpose of co-designing sustainable solutions for their neighbourhoods. Each pilot
city will have a CAP with content based around the focus of the pilot.
The CAP will contain discussion fora/blogging tools with the possibility of making customised widgets as a
foundation for further engagement and co-creation activities. The widgets can be used for context awareness,
knowledge sharing and factual enrichments of discussions by containing relevant data from the demonstrations
such as noise levels, crowd information and or traffic details.

4.4.5

Webinars

Webinars are suitable for inviting many stakeholders into the dialogue, sharing knowledge and best practice.
Three webinars will be organised in MONICA, targeting different stakeholders. The webinars will be used to
maintain interest in MONICA and engage central players from the demand side (cities, event organisers) and
supply side (acoustics and security industry and the technology providers).
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The three webinars will deal with:
•

•

•

Citizen engagement (solution-oriented communication) aimed at event organisers and cities who look
to create the best possible solutions by engaging the citizens affected. The MONICA approach to
social innovation and demonstrations of solutions on how to involve the citizens are presented and
results are discussed;
o

Panel participants: MONICA partners (pilots), public authorities (engagement experts), event
organisers (customer and citizen service)

o

Other target sub-groups: Citizens, EU city communities, civic communities, support actions,
IoT large scale projects, local and national politicians

Noise control with participation of a broad selection of actors (technological and commercially oriented
communication). The MONICA acoustics ecosystem, applications and demonstration results are
presented and discussed in terms of innovation and business potential;
o

Panel participants: MONICA partners (technological, regulatory, business), public authorities,
event organisers, acoustic industry, noise regulation communities

o

Other target sub-groups: Local and national politicians, acoustic societies, AIOTI – the Alliance
for IoT innovation

Security with participation of security professionals (technological and commercially oriented
communication). The MONICA security ecosystem, applications and demonstration results are
presented and discussed in terms of innovation and business potential;
o

Panel participants: MONICA partners (technological, regulatory, business), security service
and solution providers

o

Other target sub-groups: public authorities, event organisers, law enforcement organisations,
local and national politicians, AIOTI – the Alliance for IoT innovation.

The webinars will follow the same basic format with a panel of experts representing different areas of expertise.
Two moderators will be assigned to the webinar; one to manage the floor at the physical meeting and another
to manage the online input from the webinar viewers.
Each webinar will last a couple of hours and will be webcast live. After an introduction by the moderator, each
expert will give a short presentation on the topic from their unique perspective. The presentations will be
followed by a panel discussion of the main aspects and issues raised. The discussion will include questions
from the participants in the room and the online viewers.
In the live webcast, the online viewers can interact via a live chat window (moderated) and can also tweet
about the webinar (not moderated).
To further motivate the remote audience to engage in the discussions, the online moderator can post short live
comments and tweets about what is happening. The webinar will end with a summary of the main discussion
points and conclusions.
The webinar is available on-demand using a webcasting platform. Read more about the webcasting platform
and functionalities in D12.2.

4.4.6

Open data repositories

MONICA will create an Open Data repository that enables cities to share the data from IoT sensor networks
and wearables (privacy and security concerns permitting) with citizens as well as entrepreneurs and
developers who would like to use it to build new applications or redistribute it.
This applies in particular to data on sound and noise levels in multiple city locations and possibly also data
related to crowd information, again only if not violating regulations.
All the public partners have already comprehensive repositories for Open Data where the MONICA data can
be published. For the project lifetime, a dedicated repository will be created in the MONICA cloud where the
open data will be stored. Access will be channelled through the relevant city Open Data platforms.
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Figure 6 Copenhagen open data set http://data.kk.dk

Figure 7 Open data Lyon https://data.grandlyon.com/

The aim is to provide factual information as a basis for better decision-making and enable use of the results
for new innovative solutions.
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MONICA will also participate in IoT EPI13 and the Pilot on Open Research Data in H2020 which ‘aims to make
research data generated by selected Horizon 2020 projects accessible with as few restrictions as possible,
while at the same time protecting sensitive data from inappropriate access’14.

4.4.7

Scientific journals and conferences

Scientific journals and conferences are important dissemination channels for sharing the MONICA results to
academic and industrial communities, creating knowledge impact and enabling stakeholders to use the results
in their own work. The channels will mainly be used by the academic partners in MONICA (technological
dissemination).
The first submissions to conferences and leading technical journals will take place when substantial scientific
results emerge from the project. Due to the composition of the Consortium, journals targeted are industrial,
computer science and software journals.
Table 3 Targeted journals for submission of publications

IoT360 (http://iot-360.eu/2015/)

International Symposium on Wearable Computers (ISWC)

Wearable Technologies Body Sensor
networks (BSN)

IEEE Systems, Man, and Cybernetics Society conference

IEEE Pervasive Computing

IEEE Transactions on Signal Processing
Ubiquitous Computing and Communication Journal

IEEE Computer
Int. Journal of Semantic Computing

Int. Journal of Advanced Computer Science and
Applications

Applied Acoustics

Acta Acustica Journal of the Audio Engineering Society

Noise Control Engineering

Information Systems for Crisis Response and Management

Image and Vision Computing

International Journal of Computer Vision

Pattern Recognition

IEEE Transactions on Circuits and Systems for Video
Technology

Pattern Recognition Letters
Machine Vision and

Computer Vision and Image Understanding
Neurocomputing IEEE Intelligent Systems

Applications Expert systems with
applications

IEEE Transactions on Human-Machine Systems (THMS)
IEEE Computational Intelligence Magazine

The conferences that MONICA partners will submit publications to are high impact, international conferences
in the area of acoustics and computer science. As a starting point, the following annual conferences and events
have been identified as targets:
Table 4 Targeted conferences for paper submission

ESWC – Extended Semantic Web Conference,
http://www.ewsn.org/

Euronoise - European Conference and Exhibition on
Noise Control, http://www.euronoise2018.eu/

IJCAI – International Joint Conferences on Artificial
Intelligence, http://www.chessprogress.com/IJCAI2018/2016/08/31/hello-world/

Internoise - International Congress and Exposition
on Noise Control Engineering Taming Noise and
Moving Quiet, http://internoise2017.org/

International Conference on Computer Vision,
http://iccv2017.thecvf.com/

Ubicomp – ACM Conference on Pervasive and
Ubiquitous Computing, http://ubicomp.org

European Conference
https://eccv2018.org/

ECAI – European Conference on
Intelligence, http://www.ecai2016.org/

British Machine Vision
https://bmvc2017.london/

13
14

on

Computer

Conference

Vision,

Artificial

(BMVC),

http://iot-epi.eu/
https://www.openaire.eu/opendatapilot
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KES – Int. Conference on Knowledge-based and
Intelligent Information & Engineering Systems,
http://kes2017.kesinternational.org/
EWSN – International Conference on Embedded
Wireless Systems and Networks,
http://www.ewsn.org/

4.4.8

Events

To effectively ensure visibility of the project and establish important liaisons, MONICA partners will organise
and/or attend several events, ranging from conferences, exhibitions to workshops and meetings, targeting
different stakeholders.
MONICA will organise two workshop sessions at relevant conferences to demonstrate European advances in
IoT platforms and inviting leading scholars as key speakers. The topic of the first workshop is a demonstration
of the scalability and integration capability of MONICA aimed at the IoT community (technological
dissemination). The second workshop will demonstrate the MONICA solution to city challenges and how to
involve citizens (solution-oriented communication) and will be aimed at cities.
MONICA will also organise workshops to enhance exchange of knowledge between multidisciplinary groups.
These include an ‘Innovation showcase’ on a specific topic where industry leaders, research academics give
seminars on their work and stakeholders. In relation to the impact on tourism and culture, an international
workshop with the participation of artists, event managers, tourist planners, public authorities, sociologists,
psychologists, anthropologists, journalists, etc. The aim of the workshop to lay out a roadmap for the future
use of Smart Cities’ concepts in tourism and art.
The showcase and networking event will be organised in collaboration with the Enterprise & Innovation office
at Leeds Beckett University, taking place in month 24. The international workshop will occur in month 30. The
workshop will introduce the audience to topics that address the uses of technology to support event planning,
organising and running in the context of tourism, culture, arts and sports.
MONICA will also consider doing demonstration workshops in each pilot city with partners involved in the
planning. They should include high profile speakers and participants, bearing the press in mind so that they
can have material and news to work with making it easy for them to cover the events.
Throughout the project’s lifetime, different events and happenings will be considered to boost interest and
coverage. These include:
•

a special event focusing on security, as the media and public are highly interested in this topic. By
taking advantage of the public security interest and concern, security can be used as the hook to
create interest for MONICA;

•

a happening, flash mob, exercise, experiment and/or other type of event to assure interest and press
coverage. They can be arranged in various cities, while partners are visiting and all gathered or at the
actual events used for demonstrating MONICA;

•

Press conferences at the EU and at other locations, where mid-results and advances are presented.

Partners will also participate in a limited number of specialised international and national exhibitions to highlight
the offerings of MONICA.

4.4.9

Networks

Partners will use their local and national networks to communicate and disseminate MONICA and the particular
value propositions which are relevant to their field of operation. They will also engage in various EU and
international networks, as well as in clusters of EU and joint programme projects addressing the field. The EU
and international networks include, but are not limited to:
•

AIOITI - The Alliance for IoT Innovation: http://www.aioti.org/

•

ANT+ Alliance (wireless sensor network), https://www.thisisant.com/

•

ARTEMIS Industry Association (embedded intelligence): https://artemis-ia.eu/
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•

CEPT - European Conference of Postal and Telecommunications Administrations http://www.cept.org/

•

Continua Health Alliance (connected personal health), http://www.continuaalliance.org/

•

ETSI - European Telecommunications Standards Institute: http://www.etsi.org/

•

EFFRA – European Factories of the Future Research Association, http://www.effra.eu/

•

EUROCITIES – network of major European cities: http://www.eurocities.eu/

•

IEEE - Advancing Technology for Humanity: https://www.ieee.org/index.html

•

IERC – European Research Cluster on the Internet of Things: http://www.internet-of-thingsresearch.eu/

•

IETF - The Internet Engineering task force https://www.ietf.org/

•

IRTF - Internet Research Task Force: https://irtf.org/

•

ITU-R - ITU Radiocommunication Sector: http://www.itu.int/en/ITU-R/information/Pages/default.aspx

•

NATO (on cyber defence): http://www.nato.int/cps/en/natohq/topics_78170.htm

•

PSCE - Public Safety Communication Europe: http://www.psc-europe.eu/

•

US & European Special Operation Forces

•

US & UK government agencies

MONICA also participates actively in the consolidation and coherence work implemented by EC horizontal
actions and other initiatives, collaborating with several projects. A description of projects and plan for this work
is presented in 5.3.
The national and local networks which partners use feature in the individual partner communication and
dissemination plans.

4.4.10 Other channels
Besides the listed channels, MONICA will also communicate with stakeholders through mails, meetings,
hackathons, distributing important news, sending press releases, inviting to engage as well as doing
presentations. Partners will target relevant online newsrooms with articles and contributions as well as offer
interviews.
Relevant EC channels such as newsrooms and blogs will be targeted and contributions made to the
coordinated dissemination portal as part of the collaboration with support actions and other large-scale pilots.
See 5.3.1.
MONICA will also consider appointing high-profile ambassadors like politicians, celebrities etc. to boost
visibility as well as the need for spokesmen assigned to the project for a certain period of time. Several local
politicians from the pilot cities have already been visible in communicating the prospects of MONICA for their
cities. See Chapter 8.
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5

Plan and Execution

This chapter presents the overall, communication and dissemination plans for MONICA, executing the
messages through the chosen channels by using different forms.
As described in 4.1, the strategy is to increase communication and dissemination activities as the project
results appear, moving from creating awareness to preparing for exploitation. Figure 8 presents the activities
planned to realise the objectives from 4.1, aligned with the timing of central project results.

Newsletter 1 and 2

Enrichment of website and
social media channels
Newsletter 3 and 4

Launch and continuous
updates of website and social
media platforms

Launch Collective Awareness
Platforms and campaign
(M20)

Project and partner press
releases on launch

Webinar 1 - Citizen
engagement

Organise conference
workshops 1 - citizen
engagement and 2 - MONICA
scalabilty and integration

Project abstract and
presentations

Organise workshop Innovation
showcase M24

Organise international tourism
workshop M30

Collaboration meetings with
EU horizontal activities to
align events and material

Collaboration and cluster
meetings

Webinar 2 - security
Webinar 3 - acoustics

Attend and organise events

Standardisation meetings

Produce articles for
technical/public/science
magazines

Collaboration and cluster
meetings

Paper submissions

Pilot visits

Pilot visits

Press release about
demonstration results

Attend and organise events
Standardisation meetings on
MONICA tech-results from
demonstrations
Launch Open Data repository
Paper submissions

Scenarios and Use Cases for use
of IoT Platforms in Event
Management
June 2017:
Acoustics Assessment Report of
MONICA Pilot Sites
September 2017:
Impact Assessment and
Validation Framework
October 2017:
Adaptive Sound Field Control
System and Noise monitoring 1
Site Surveys, KPIs and Pilot Plans
for MONICA IoT Platform Pilots
December 2017:
IoT enabled devices and
wearables 1

Attend events

Commercial brochure
February 2018:
Modelling of complex dynamics
and information retrieval for
post-event analysis
March 2018:
D11.4 Entrepreneurship and
Innovation Promotion Package
June 2018
IoT enabled devices and
wearables 2

Key project results

May 2017:

Paper and article submissions

Standardisation meetings

Key project results

Key project results

Enrichment of website and
social media channels

Year 3

Publication of support
material, templates, flyer by
April 2017

Year 2

Year 1 Approach

Figure 8 Communication and dissemination approach and overall plan

June 2019:
Modelling of complex dynamics
and information retrieval for
post-event analysis (M30)
New markets segmentation and
sustainable business models for
IoT platforms
Report on standards, regulations
and policies for IoT platforms

December 2018:

August 2019:

The MONICA Development
Toolbox

Adaptive Sound Field Control
System and Noise Monitoring 3

Pilot progress report

December 2019:

Using IoT and Smart City
Platforms to Support European
Tourism and Culture

The MONICA Development
Toolbox 2

Library of MONICA Apps for
smartphones and smartwatches

Final Assessment and Validation
Report of the MONICA IoT
Platform

Pilot Progress Report

Replication Reference Book and
Roadmaps for MONICA Market
Replication
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In the first year, information about the project and its vision is spread to all stakeholders, in the second year,
focus is on further engaging stakeholders based on the initial MONICA results and impact and in the third year,
the aim is to demonstrate the MONICA solutions by organising several events and activities. Key project results
are listed to indicate the timing of associated communication/dissemination activities.

5.1

Communication and dissemination form

As presented in Figure 8, MONICA uses a variety of communication and dissemination forms customised to
the different channels and stakeholders. MONICA will aim to use a lot of visual material (images, videos, slides,
infographics), to attract more attention, make it easier to understand MONICA and to make people remember
MONICA based on the fact that 80 % of people remember what they see, only 20 % of what they read and 10
% of what they hear. The following methods are used:
•

Flyers/brochures, posters, presentations and demonstrations are developed to support marketing
activities at events and meetings. As the project progresses, the content will assume a more
commercial point of view;

•

Newsletters and press releases are distributed via mail to highlight key aspects of MONICA and the
good stories;

•

Videos, images, posts, news articles are used on website and social media sites to inform and engage
users, signalling an active project;

•

Calls for proposals and promotion packages are promoted through social media campaigns,
newsletters and hackathons to engage entrepreneurs and innovators;

•

Articles, information material, publications are submitted for technical, cultural and scientific events
and online fora for increased impact.

5.2

Detailed communication and dissemination plan

Appendix A presents a detailed plan for external communication and dissemination in MONICA. It covers
online and offline activities related to the promotion of MONICA and the visibility of the project (communication)
and it also outlines the plan for dissemination which entails activities related to the impact on knowledge such
as the submission of scientific publications.
Since the plan is very much a process, the detailed planning will be continuously revised and updated by the
Consortium.

5.3

Plan for collaboration with support actions and other initiatives

To maximise impact, MONICA actively participates in consolidation and coherence implemented by horizontal
actions and other initiatives.

5.3.1

Collaboration with coordination and support actions and other large-scale pilots

MONICA will contribute to the two horizontal Coordination and Support Actions (CSAs) CREATE-IOT and
U4IOT supporting the activities defined under "Horizontal Activities" of the topic H2020-2016-IOT-02.
Resources are allocated to contribute to clustering results of horizontal nature, such as interoperability,
standards, security and privacy approaches, business validation and sustainability and contribution to a
coordinated dissemination/portal implementation.
Furthermore, the project will cooperate with the other four IoT Large Scale Pilot (LSP) projects under the
European IoT Focus Area (IoT-FA). The project will exchange information, achievements and lessons learned
with the other large-scale pilot projects. These horizontal activities will require participation in workshops, the
organisation of one cluster meeting and contribution to relevant activity groups of common interest.
Seven activity groups have been set up for the European IoT Large-Scale Pilots Programme:
1. IoT Focus Area Sustainability
2. IoT Standardisation, Architecture and Interoperability
3. IoT Accelerators, Ecosystems and Market Place
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4. Trusted IoT, Privacy, Security and Legal Frameworks
5. IoT Focus Area Evolution
6. Communication, Collaboration Strategy and Liaisons
7. IoT Open Environments
MONICA has nominated experts from the Consortium for each activity group.

5.3.2

Contribution to AIOTI WG3 and WG7 on the use of wearables

MONICA project partners will contribute to the AIOTI activities by sharing the main results achieved through
the foreseen large-scale deployments in different member states. More specifically, the project could contribute
to the collection of lessons learned and the definition of recommendation for testing of user acceptability and
impact assessment. Moreover, relevant input will be provided on how to overcome barriers for large-scale
deployments, promoting sustainability and identifying guidelines for replication of the deployed solutions and
relevant methodologies. Several MONICA project partners are members of the AIOTI initiative.

5.3.3

Contribution to the IoT EPI and IoT Open Platforms

MONICA will promote the creation of synergies with the IoT EPI 15 (European Platform Initiative), contributing
to maximizing the opportunities for platform development, interoperability and information sharing. MONICA
results (use cases, lessons learned, software) could be made available to the IoT Open Platforms 16 portal.

5.3.4

Collaboration between MONICA and the art community

Moreover, due to the interaction between the IoT platform and performing artists also present in the
Consortium, MONICA is in a unique position to contribute to the ICT & Art Connect community which sets out
to bring together artists and technologists to explore new ways of working.
MONICA will collaborate with the STARTS17 initiative, supporting 'Innovation at the nexus of Science,
Technology, and the ARTS’. It is a field where boundaries between art and engineering are removed and
creativity becomes a crucial factor. More specifically, MONICA will work with the CSA project VERTIGO 18,
which brings together artists and R&I partners to boost innovation and stimulate prototype development. The
project implements a program for artistic residencies as part of ICT projects through three yearly calls for
proposals which will be selected by an international jury. MONICA as a project working in cultural events seeks
to take part in these programs.

15

http://iot-epi.eu/
http://open-platforms.eu/
17
https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/ict-art-starts-platform
18
http://vertigo.starts.eu/vertigo-project/
16
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6

Measurement

To know whether the project meets the needs of the target groups, MONICA uses different quantitative as well
as quality methods to measure communication and dissemination and see if adjustments are needed.
The project will record and closely monitor results generated from communication and dissemination activities,
assessing the efforts continuously and status and updates will be provided in the periodic management reports.

6.1

Key Performance Indicators for visibility and knowledge impact

To measure the communication and dissemination progress and impact at project level, a number of
quantifiable Key Performance Indicators (KPI) have been established, based on an assessment of project size
and reach, mix of partners and allocated resources.

6.1.1

Visibility of the project

The following KPI have been identified to maximise the visibility of the project for all stakeholders, especially
to the target groups Cities and Technology Providers.
Table 5 KPI for visibility of the project

Activity
Number of downloads of material from
the website per year
Press releases and newsletters

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Total

500

2500

6000

9000

1 project
press release

2 project
newsletters

12 partner
press
releases

Number of external workshops organised

30

1 project
press release
12 partner
press
releases

Number of conferences attended
Number of external workshops attended

2 project
newsletters

2

6

9

15

8

15

25

1 Conference
workshop –
citizen
engagement

4

1 Innovation
showcase M24

1 Conference
workshop –
scalability and
integration
1
International
workshop
tourism M30
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6.1.2

Knowledge impact

The following dissemination KPI have been established for impact on knowledge.

Table 6 KPI for knowledge impact

Activity

Year 2

Year 3

Total

Number of IoT publications

2

4

6

Number of IoT conference papers and
presentations

2

6

8

Number of wearable conference papers
and presentations

1

3

4

Webinars 2+3

100/1200

Number of participants/viewers
webinars in total (live/archived)

6.2

Year 1

at

Webinar 1

Other quantitative measures

To measure the level of interest in the project and the distribution rate of material, the project uses the following
methods:
Web
MONICA monitors traffic on the website via Google Analytics and on social media it uses the statistical tools
made available from the sites. To increase visibility, posts are shared among partners. The number of
downloads is measured through a statistical plugin on the website.
Newsletters
The newsletter will be created using the email marketing platform MailChimp19 which offers statistical tools for
viewership and subscription. Partners distribute the newsletter to own contacts and report back on the
distribution number.
Flyer/brochure
Partners will report on the number of flyers and information material distributed.

6.3

Impact assessment

To assess the quality of communication and dissemination, the project uses the following methods:
Press coverage
Partners report back on local press coverage to indicate the effect of communication and dissemination and
measure the relation between the messages and their perceptions. The result will indicate what the point of
interest is and this can be used to generate more similar stories or expose a need to adjust the strategy.
Feedback
Feedback from events and new contacts established are registered by partners, and any new business
opportunities which come from activities are reported. Feedback can help to evaluate the quality of the
outcome, reveal new or confirm stakeholder needs, measure the impact and indicate whether the strategy
works or has to be revised.
Webinar
The webcasting system that will be used for the webinar has a built-in statistical feature which will provide data
on number of live viewers, number of archived views, from which countries they view and for how long. This
data will be used to assess the success of the webinar together with the content of the online participation and
feedback from participants.
19

https://mailchimp.com/
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Communication and dissemination efforts will be classified according to level of impact: communicate to build
an understanding of the goals and the benefits, communicate to build a deeper understanding of the benefits
and communicate for action.
KPI project impact
As described in 3.2 and referred to in Appendix A, a set of KPI for each area of impact (socio-economic,
technological and user acceptance) have been defined to reach the MONICA goal of Best of Practice in IoT
deployment. Some of these are linked to the dissemination and communication activities and their effect and
will be incorporated into the measurement framework. They include:
•

4 demonstrations of cloud interoperability with public services for business and private purposes

•

4 interoperability hooks to Smart City platforms demonstrated;

•

>800 value chain actors involved in webinars, workshops and demonstrations (in total);

•

6 accepted tenders for further app developments though calls for proposals;

•

5000 users involved in the social media and Collective Awareness apps and sharing data;

•

10 sustainable, validated business models showing the potential from IoT platforms;

•

>95% acceptability of the toolbox and guidelines through validation in incubator environments;

•

10 contributions to ETSI, oneM2M and radio spectrum regulations.
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7

Communication Policy

This deliverable is a central guideline document for communicating and disseminating MONICA to external
stakeholders which will take place at project level and at partner level.
To effectively plan, share and coordinate efforts in a project with 28 partners, MONICA has established a set
of policies in terms of internal communication, partner responsibility and obligations which are presented in
this chapter.

7.1

Internal communication

Strong internal communication is paramount for the achievement of the strategic goals and for making
processes as efficient as possible. To ensure proper capture of central results and their impact, a
Dissemination Manager has been appointed to coordinate the activities and for this purpose a wiki and a
shared workspace system have been established for partners to record all activities and impact. The purpose
is to ensure that the goals are met, all activities are tracked and all relevant information is available and
disseminated through the channels.
All partners have identified a communication representative, responsible for activities at partner level and for
reporting back at project level.
The internal communication plan is presented in Figure 7 below. The overall aim is to support the achievement
of the strategic goals (see 3.3) through efficient internal communication and collaboration.
Table 7 Internal communication plan

Target group
WHO
MONICA
partners

Focus, Message
WHAT
Know the
common goals for
communication
and dissemination
and commit to
them

Channels

Form

Timing

HOW
Presentations,
mails, phone
calls,
deliverables
D12.1, D12.2,
D12.3 and
D12.4, news

WHEN
Continuously
Yearly
updates

Mailing,
Meetings

Presentations,
mails

Mailing,
Meetings

Mails,
deliverables
presentations,

Mailing
Meetings,
website, EC
newsrooms
and blogs

Mails, press
releases, news
articles,
newsletters,
deliverables

Shared
workspace,
wiki, online
and physical
meetings,
mailing,
website

Level

Main partners
involved

Keep
informed

Dissemination
and project
managers
All partners

Continuously
Yearly
updates
Three
meetings
throughout
the project

Keep
informed

Dissemination
Manager

Keep
informed

At launch of
project

Keep
informed

Project,
technical and
ethical
managers,
Project Board
Project
manager,
dissemination
manager

‘If you know it,
show it’
Plan, share and
coordinate
activities
proactively

Project
Board
Advisory and
ethical
boards

EC project
officer

Follow the
internal
procedures
Provide status on
activities, KPI and
impact
Inform on
progress and
challenges

Make the project
and its results
visible
Highlight the
impact of
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communication
and dissemination

Partner
internal
organisation

7.2

Engage to ensure
lasting impact of
MONICA

Yearly
reports

Internal
meetings,
internal web,
impact
assessment
frameworks

Presentations,
information
material, news

Project
reviews
Continuously

Keep
informed

All partners

Partner roles and responsibilities

All partners engage in general communication and dissemination activities at consortium level and partner
level, as part of work package activities and areas of expertise. Partners will work together in locating and
organising relevant activities and cooperate with stakeholders, relevant projects, clusters and initiatives.
Partners are encouraged to think communication and dissemination into all MONICA activities, bringing
forward the good stories to create synergies with other partners and channel them to a wider audience.
Partners and pilot partners in particular are also encouraged to welcome the press, offering interviews, visits
and demonstrations.
The following table summarises the partners’ strategy and plans when disseminating and communicating the
project and its results. For a presentation of the individual partners and their role in MONICA, see the project
website: http://www.monica-project.eu/index.php/partners/.
Table 8 Specific communication and dissemination roles per partner

Partner

Role in terms of communication and dissemination

FIT

Communicate the project and its results to a variety of target groups: European
Commission, standardization groups, general public and press, expert
communities on a high level.
Identify and foster opportunities for knowledge exchange and collaboration
between MONICA partners and relevant expert groups (e.g. MONICA sound
experts and event organizers).
Build on existing and establish new collaborations between European cities by
bringing together MONICA partners and external parties.
Support the Dissemination Manager by identifying and providing key project
results.
Ensuring the active contribution of all project partners to dissemination and
collaboration activities.
Coordinate collaboration with CSAs CREATE-IOT and U4IOT and other
exchange platforms.
In the IoT European large-scale Pilots Programme: Partake in the Activity
Group 1: Communication, Collaboration strategy and liaisons.

TIVOLI

Inform in local language about project progress and milestones to the press
and public, when the opportunity or situation arises over the MONICA project
horizon.
Share updated, relevant information on relevant social media.
Provide updated relevant information to internal stakeholders.

Copenhagen Municipality
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Engage neighbours and citizens in the process
City of Torino

Distribute information through the institutional website and social media
platforms.
Produce information in local language for different kind of audience, depending
on the project activity / objective.
Produce press releases.
Exchange of best practices and dissemination of project results in Eurocities
Working Group Noise

Movement Entertainment

Communicate the project progresses in our Business Update, i.e. a periodic
newsletter to 450 qualified profiles: institutions, business, media. The
newsletter is also uploaded on our corporate website (www.cleverentertainment.com) where we post all the articles that can be interesting for
such a financial/institutional community.

City of Hamburg

The Senate Chancellery represents and at the same time presents the project
to local political decision makers and the public of Hamburg. While being the
official contact to the public, the media and political stakeholders and therefore
accountable for the project’s legitimisation, our role also lies in informing about
and promoting support for MONICA among all involved stakeholders.
Distribute information on selected websites and social media platforms.
Provide information in local language to press, public and politicians.
Produce press releases and articles.
Provide dissemination manager with information about ongoing activities.
Hamburg’s Agency for Geoinformation and Survey, in particular, develops and
cares for the network of involved technical actors, experts and organisers.

Hamburg University
Applied Science

of

Communicate and disseminate the results from the Hamburg pilot to relevant
stakeholders

City of Lyon - Acoucite

Communicate major steps of the MONICA project to the pilot area and in any
congress, we will be attending in the upcoming years.

City of Bonn

Publish information on our intranet website, on the official website and social
media platforms.
Produce press releases.
Exchange of best practices and dissemination of project results in national
and international cooperation networks and forums.
Provide information to the city council.

Leeds
Rugby
and
Yorkshire Cricket Club
Leeds Beckett University

Provide dissemination manager with information about ongoing activities.
Communicate results from the Leeds Pilot site (Yorkshire County Cricket Club
and Leeds Rugby at Headingly Carnegie Stadium) and the opportunities for
selected applications benefitting fans and visitors.
In addition to contributing to technical and scientific publications, LBU will plan,
organise, and host one Innovation event.
LBU will also plan, organise, and host one international workshop. The aim of
the workshop to lay out a roadmap for the future use of Smart Cities’ concepts
in tourism and art with the participation of artists, event managers, tourist
planners, public authorities, sociologist, psychologist, anthropologist, and
journalists.
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Brüel & Kjær

Technical
Denmark

University

Kingston University
London

Communicate to the environmental noise community the new possibilities
demonstrated in MONICA regarding monitoring and assessment of noise
generated by events in cities. This will include conference papers at Internoise
(or similar), and the B&K company magazine “Waves” which goes out in 7000
printed copies and being downloaded through the B&K newsletter.
of

Disseminate the Sound Zone System results to the relevant stakeholders
Produce publications
MONICA has featured as a news story on 9th February 2017 on KU’s main
webpages.
A press release was sent out when the story was published and shared across
our social media (Twitter/Facebook/Instagram/LinkedIn).
It is planned to have MONICA as a Research Case Study, and Paolo
Remagnino’s Researcher Profile in the main KU research webpages when
appropriate.
MONICA will be showcased in the research showcase brochure due to be
completed by 9th June 2017.
MONICA will feature in the Research themed Civic Engagement Event on 13th
June 2017
An article will be published in ‘The Conversation’ http://theconversation.com/uk
A social media campaign on all KU research across social media for research
week.
Media opportunities will continue to be investigated as the trial progresses.
This includes investigation of possible press opportunities with some media
agencies that had asked to be informed once the testing stage had
commenced, however, we cannot guarantee any coverage yet.
The research will be supported through social media when the story is featured
on media platforms.

Dexels
Digisky

Communicate the goals of the MONICA project, the progress, milestones and
role of Dexels within the project.
DigiSky has just released a new version of its website which includes a page
also related to the MONICA project. The MONICA page in DigiSky website will
be continuously updated with all the upcoming information related to the
research outcomes, partners, events and press releases in order to be
informative and to ensure wide communication with all the diverse categories
of external audiences. As part of its dissemination strategy, DigiSky will share
a project narrative on all its social media pages, such as LinkedIn with the goal
of drawing attention to published reports or drive interested parties to sources
such as the project website and make them a useful tool in support of other
engagement and dissemination strategies.
DigiSky will coordinate with all other Italian partners in order to prepare press
releases in Italian for distribution to the media and other stakeholders on
completion of specific project milestones in our country.

Optinvent

Communicate the goals of the MONICA project, the progress, milestones and
role of Optinvent within the project.

Telecom Italia

Communicate the project and its results to a variety of target groups:
European Commission, standardization groups, general public and press,
expert communities on a high level.

VCA Technology

Communicate the goals of the MONICA project, the progress, milestones and
role of VCA Technology within the project.
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Atos IT
Services

Solutions

ISMB

and

Disseminate the technical results to the relevant stakeholders
As technical manager of the project, communicate the technical results to
relevant stakeholders
Disseminate to the European networks and clusters which ISMB is part of
In the IoT European large-scale Pilots Programme: Partake in the Activity
Group 1: Communication, Collaboration strategy and liaisons, Activity Group
2: IoT Focus Area Sustainability, Activity Group 5: IoT Focus Area Evolution

CERTH

CERTH, as a research organization, will produce and/or contribute to technical
and scientific publications.
Communicate the achievements of the project to established partner networks
in national and EU level.
Explore opportunities and provide feedback to the dissemination and
communication manager on related EU projects.

CNet

Communicate the project and its results to relevant stakeholders
Disseminate to the national, European and international networks which CNet
is part of

HW Communications

Communicate the goal and results of MONICA to relevant stakeholders
In the IoT European large-scale Pilots Programme: Partake in the Activity
Group 4: Trusted IoT, Privacy, Security and Legal Frameworks

IN-JET

Communicate the project and its results at project level and specifically with
regards to user and stakeholder involvement, citizen engagement, business
value, pilot impact and validation and ethics.
Manage the project website and social media platforms, producing content.
Provide information material that supports partners in activities
Produce newsletters, press releases and articles
Organise and coordinate webinars and CAP
Coordinate communication and dissemination activities as Dissemination
Manager
Ensure the communication and dissemination of demonstration results, as
Pilot Coordinator
In the IoT European large-scale Pilots Programme: Partake in the Activity
Group 6: IoT Accelerators, Ecosystems and Market place and Activity Group
7: IoT Open Environments

Praesidio Group

Communicate the project from a security perspective and create internal
communication material, and angles that other partners can use to secure
larger interest.
Share MONICA and security related information on all social media, LinkedIn,
our website and through our own newsletter, clients, partners and contacts.
Proactively approach Danish press and try to assure stories to the Danish
media with the security angle as focus.

Ring Advocacy
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invoke the national interest in MONICA covering a potential market of over 400
million citizens.
CEPT/ECC has a formal (MoU based) collaboration with ETSI (developing and
adopting so-called System Reference Documents (SRD’s)) and this open a
unique opportunity for development of a new “MONICA” SRD under the ETSI
heading, and SRD which can be referenced globally (also through references
in 3GPP). RING is currently studying this dissemination opportunity and its
possible time scales.
RING plans to hold presentations on seminars and workshops on a regular
basis on the aspects and impacts of IoT in the SMART society, such as the
Fraunhofer IoT Innovation Days 2017 (May 22nd-23rd 2017)
Vaeksthus Zealand

Communicate the project and its results to stakeholders identified, especially
entrepreneurship/start-up communities
Distribute information on selected websites and social media platforms,
Facebook, Instagram, LinkedIn, Twitter
Create subsite that informs stakeholders/public about the progress in
MONICA/VH-SJ
Communicate through our own newsletter to the tech start-up community,
partners and contacts
Actively provide information in local language to press, public and politicians.
Produce press releases and articles.
Create awareness at meetings, workshops and talk sessions with the tech
start-up community, partners and contacts.

7.3

Obligations

As set out in the Grant Agreement (GA), partners are obliged to communicate and disseminate the project and
its results by disclosing them to the public. Specific provisions for dissemination (dissemination restrictions)
are set out in the GA and the Consortium Agreement (CA).
The following sections list the most important aspects. Partners are advised to consult the GA (Article 29 and
38) and the CA (Section 8.4) for further details.

7.3.1

Advanced notice

Partners must notify other partners when they intend to disseminate MONICA results;
•

Prior notice of any planned publication shall be given to the other partners at least 45 calendar days
before the publication (if not agreed otherwise). Any objection to the planned publication shall be made
in accordance with the Grant Agreement within 30 calendar days after receipt of the notice (if not
agreed otherwise). If no objection is made within the time limit stated above, the publication is
permitted;

•

A partner shall not include in any dissemination activity another partner's results or background without
prior written approval;

•

Using other partners’ names, logos or trademarks requires a prior written approval.

7.3.2

Open access to scientific publications

Partners must enable open access (free of charge online access for any user) to all peer-reviewed scientific
publications relating to results:
•

Deposit a machine-readable electronic copy of the published version/accepted final peer-reviewed
manuscript in a repository as soon as possible or on publication at the latest. Add research data
needed for validation of the presented results

Document version: 1.0
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o
•

A repository has been created on the shared workspace system

Ensure open access to the deposited publication at the latest on publication if an electronic version is
available for free via the publisher or within six months of publication in any other case as well as to
the bibliographic metadata that identify the publication
o

Access to the publication and bibliographic metadata is available on the project website on
publication or within six months of publication

The bibliographic metadata must be in a standard format and must include all of the following:
•

The terms “European Union (EU)” and “Horizon 2020”;

•

Management of Networked IoT Wearables – Very Large Scale Demonstration of Cultural and Security
Applications, MONICA, No 732350;

•

The publication date, and length of embargo period if applicable, and

•

A persistent identifier

7.3.3

Acknowledgement of funding

Acknowledgment of EU funding is obligatory in all communication and dissemination material within the
framework of MONICA (where possible).
The EU emblem (EU flag) must be displayed together with the programme. Example (EU logo must be at least
1 cm high and not smaller than other logos displayed next to it):

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation
programme under grant agreement No 732350

7.3.4

MONICA logo

The MONICA logo was chosen from a set of options, symbolising sound, people, IoT and movement. A
selection of different colours is available to indicate the different pilots. Se Appendix C.

7.3.5

Disclaimers

A disclaimer excluding Commission responsibility is added to any dissemination of results. Example:
The content reflects only the author's view. The Commission is not responsible for any use that may be made
of the information that it contains.
A legal notice is added to project material when deemed relevant. Example:
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This [document, presentation] is intended for information about the MONICA project only. The MONICA
Consortium makes no warranties, express, implied or statutory as to the information provided in this material.
Neither the European Commission nor the MONICA Consortium are liable for any use that may be made of
the information that it contains. All rights reserved. Copyright: the MONICA Project.

7.3.6

Public deliverables

All deliverables marked as public will be made available as downloads on the project website after they been
approved by the Commission.
Dissemination and communication of results from deliverables classified as either confidential or restricted
need to be approved by the Consortium or the involved partners before any release can take place.
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8

List of Completed and Planned Activities

This list is a snapshot of partner activities and press coverage at the time of writing. The list is continuously
updated and will feature in the project management reports.
Description

Date

Place

Partners
involved

NEWSPAPERS
Cronaca Qui (article in local newspaper)

03.08.16

Torino

La Stampa (article in national newspaper)

03.08.16

Torino

Metroxpress (online)
Berlingske (article in national newspaper):
Eurobrief (German bulletin)
General Anzeiger (article in regional newspaper)
General Anzeiger (article in regional newspaper) English version
Kölnische Rundschau (article in regional newspaper)
Radio Bonn
WDR (German TV, article on the website)
Bryggebladet (article in local Danish newspaper)

29.11.16
30.11.16
March 2017
29.01.17
29.01.17
28.01.17
30.01.17
14.02.17
12.01.17

Copenhagen
Copenhagen
Hamburg
Bonn
Bonn
Bonn
Bonn
Bonn
Copenhagen

TO, ISMB,
MOVE
TO, ISMB,
MOVE
KK, TIVOLI
TIVOLI, KK
FHH-SC
FIT, BONN
FIT, BONN
FIT
FIT, BONN
FIT
KK,
TIVOLI,
DTU, VHSJ

8.02.17

Bonn

BONN

29.11.16

Copenhagen

KK

8.02.17

Bonn

FIT, BONN

30.11.16

Copenhagen

DTU

30.11.16
Dec 2016

Copenhagen
Copenhagen

PSG
RING

2.12.16

Copenhagen

KK

2.12.16

Copenhagen

PSG

9.02.17

London

KU

10.12.16
13.12.16
24.12.16

Copenhagen
Copenhagen
Copenhagen

IN-JET
IN-JET
PSG

6.1.17

Copenhagen

DTU

26.1.17

Copenhagen

PSG

28.03.17

Hamburg
Lyon

FHH-SC
ACOU

6.02.17

Copenhagen

PSG

RADIO
Radio Bonn (radio news)
TV
Regional news: http://www.tv2lorry.dk/nyheder/29-112016/2227/millionprojekt-skal-give-bedre-lyd-i-tivoli
Lokalzeit (TV news)
PARTNERS’ WEBSITE AND SOCIAL MEDIA
http://www.dtu.dk/nyheder/dtu-avisen/nyhed?id=B544349FC004-4E9C-9B6E-12FD2FCA0419
http://praesidiogroup.com/2016/11/1623/
http://gramex.dk/turn-up-the-music-and-reduce-unwantedacoustic-exposure/
http://gramex.dk/turn-up-the-music/
http://www.kk.dk/nyheder/eu-giver-112-mio-kr-til-internationaltlydprojekt
http://praesidiogroup.com/2016/12/praesidio-group-ersikkerhedspartner-pa-innovativt-eu-projekt/
http://www.kingston.ac.uk/news/article/1786/09-feb-2017kingston-university-secures-euro900000-grant-to-explore-howdrones-smart-wristbands-and-cameras-could-transform/
http://www.in-jet.dk/en/articles.php?article_id=27
http://www.in-jet.dk/en/news.php?readmore=19
http://praesidiogroup.com/2016/12/praesidio-groups-seasonalgreetings/
http://www.elektro.dtu.dk/nyheder/nyhed?id=A9CA8066-52584490-96E6-B7E7E4B1A490
http://praesidiogroup.com/2017/01/launching-of-eu-project-withpraesidio-participation/
http://www.hamburg.de/bsw/gremien-projekte/7967702/monica/
http://www.thierryphilip.fr/ (Maire Thierry Philip’s blog)
TWITTER
Stiig Wæver speaks about @MonicaProject & crowd
management at conference: Innovation through partnerships
between public and private sector
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FACEBOOK
https://www.facebook.com/lydenshus/photos/a.2898089811435
36.1073741830.289577161166718/509510035840095/?type=3
&theater
https://www.facebook.com/lydenshus/photos/a.2898089811435
36.1073741830.289577161166718/510805129043919/?type=3
https://www.facebook.com/lydenshus/photos/a.2898089811435
36.1073741830.289577161166718/516897081768057/?type=3
INSTAGRAM
https://www.instagram.com/p/BPnSnUsD3NY/
https://www.instagram.com/p/BPnomHSjPl9/?takenby=lydenshus
https://www.instagram.com/p/BPpOQdkDyIl/?takenby=lydenshus
https://www.instagram.com/p/BPpDRR9Dd2k/
https://www.instagram.com/p/BPsGOUcDnd6/
https://www.instagram.com/p/BQLH8V7jfjN/?takenby=lydenshus
https://www.instagram.com/p/BQLD8uJDOKP/?takenby=lydenshus
CONFERENCES
Conference at Copenhagen Town Hall, including presentation
slides: http://www.monica-project.eu/index.php/2017/02/07/pppconference/

23.01.17

Copenhagen

VH-SJ

25.01.17

Copenhagen

VH-SJ

3.02.17

Copenhagen

VH-SJ

23.01.17
23.01.17

Copenhagen
Copenhagen

VH-SJ
VH-SJ

24.01.17

Copenhagen

VH-SJ

24.01.17
25.01.17
6.02.17

Copenhagen
Copenhagen
Copenhagen

VH-SJ
VH-SJ
VH-SJ

6.02.17

Copenhagen

VH-SJ

6.02.17

Copenhagen

KK,
TIVOLI, INJET, RING,
B&K, VHSJ

2.08.16

Torino

Nov 16
Feb 17

Copenhagen
London

TO, ISMB,
MOVE
KK
KU

April 2017

N/A

Press release, Leeds Pilot Site
Press release, Vaeksthus Zealand. Angle: Through the
MONICA project Copenhagen Sound Incubator will facilitate
different opportunities for start-ups and Entrepreneurs
EVENTS/MEETINGS
Kick-off Info Event, including presentation slides

April 2017
May 2017

Leeds
Copenhagen

10.01.2017

Hamburg

Pilot meeting with Fraunhofer, including presentation slides

21.2.2017

Hamburg

Meeting IoT European large-scale pilots programme activity
group 1: Communication, Collaboration strategy and liaisons
10 individual meetings with sound starts-up where the MONICA
project was presented.
Fraunhofer IoT Innovation Days

3.3.2017

Online

FH-SC,
HAW
FHH-SC,
FIT
ISMB

March 2017

Copenhagen

VH-SJ

22-23 May
2017
2nd June
2017
13th June
2017

Bonn

RING, FIT

Copenhagen

VH-SJ

London

KU

PRESENTATION MATERIAL + VIDEO
Presentation slides for collaboration activities

15-03-2017

Online

MONICA flyer Hamburg
Abstract for external communication use

22-03-2017
28-03-2017

Hamburg
Online

IN-JET,
ISMB, FIT
FHH-SC
IN-JET

PRESS RELEASES
Press release Municipality of Torino
http://www.torinoclick.it/?p=56309
Press release Municipality of Copenhagen
Press release Kingston University London shared across social
media sites (Twitter/Facebook/Instagram/LinkedIn).
Press release, project level, EU channels

Info event about MONICA: ‘Bits and Beers’ in Copenhagen
Sound Incubator
Research themed Civic Engagement Event
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Video from Kick-off released
General project flyer and template
General handout and template
Research Showcase brochure
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10 Appendix A: Detailed External Communication and Dissemination Plan
Overall goals: Promote the take-up of IoT, enable open IoT ecosystems, gain user acceptance of IoT and create sustainable IoT solutions

Target group
WHO

The Cities

Event and
festival
organisers

Focus,
Message
WHAT
Encourage to
make the most
of new
technologies
Solutionoriented

Main channels and
HOW
Website, Pilot and
local partner
websites,
webinars, events,
pilot visits,
meetings,
YouTube
Twitter

Form

News articles,
press releases,
newsletters,
printed material,
presentations,
videos,
demonstrations

Timing
WHEN
Continuously

Level

Manage
closely

Y1 use cases in May 2017

Main partners
involved

Main related impact

Pilot partners

>800 value chain actors
involved in webinars,
workshops and
demonstrations

Y2 webinar – citizen engagement
Pilot results

Project,
impact, pilot
and
dissemination
managers

Y3
webinar - security and webinar acoustics
conference workshop

Industrial
partners

>95% approval rate
related to noise and
security by professional
organisers

Business models launched June
2019

Public
authorities

Encourage to
make the most
of new
technologies
Solutionoriented

Website, Pilot and
local partner
websites,
webinars, events,
pilot visits,
meetings,
exhibitions
YouTube
Twitter

News articles,
press releases,
newsletters,
printed material,
presentations,
Videos,
demonstrations

Final pilot and replication results in
December 2019
Continuously
Y1 use cases in May 2017
Y2 webinar – citizen engagement
Y3
webinar – security
webinar - acoustics
Y3 conference workshop – citizen
engagement
Final pilot and replication results in
December 2019
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10 sustainable, validated
business models showing
the potential from IoT
platforms

Manage
closely

Pilot partners
Project,
impact, pilot
and
dissemination
managers
Industrial
partners

>800 value chain actors
involved in webinars,
workshops and
demonstrations
>95% approval rate
related to noise and
security by professional
organisers
>90% satisfaction rate
related to noise by
neighbours, professionals
and musicians
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Target group
WHO
The cultural and
creative industry

Focus,
Message
WHAT
Encourage to
make the most
of new
technologies

Main channels and
HOW
Website, Pilot and
local partner
websites, events,
meetings, mail
correspondence

Form

News articles,
printed material,
presentations,
demonstrations

Commercially
and solutionoriented

Timing
WHEN
Web platform starts.eu established
end of 2017

Level

Keep
informed

Main partners
involved

Main related impact

Pilot partners

>800 value chain actors
involved in webinars,
workshops and
demonstrations

Project,
impact, pilot
and
dissemination
managers
Industrial
partners

Y3
International workshop
Business models launched June
2019
Final pilot and replication results in
December 2019

The tourism
industry

Encourage to
make the most
of new
technologies

Website, Pilot and
local partner
websites, events,
meetings

News articles,
printed material,
presentations,
demonstrations

Commercially
and solutionoriented
EU city
communities

Encourage to
make the most
of new
technologies

Y3
International workshop
Business models launched June
2019

Keep
informed

Final pilot and replication results in
December 2019

Website,
meetings, events,
Twitter

News articles,
presentations,
videos,
demonstrations

Collaboration events throughout the
project

Press releases,
news articles,
posts, videos

Press releases on launch Y1
Press releases on results

Monitor

Press (General)

Website, partner
websites, social
media sites,
YouTube

Story-oriented
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Final pilot and replication results in
December 2019
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Project,
impact, pilot
and
dissemination
managers
Industrial
partners
Pilot partners
Project,
impact, pilot
and
dissemination
managers

Final pilot and replication results in
December 2019

Solution and
story-oriented
Best of practice
sharing
To gain user
acceptance of
the IoT solutions

Pilot partners

Monitor

Pilot partners
Project,
impact, pilot
and
dissemination
managers

10 sustainable, validated
business models showing
the potential from IoT
platforms
>95% approval rate
related to noise and
security by professional
organisers
>800 value chain actors
involved in webinars,
workshops and
demonstrations
10 sustainable, validated
business models showing
the potential from IoT
platforms
4 interoperability hooks to
Smart City platforms
demonstrated

>98 % acceptability of data
protection, privacy and
trust schemes
>90% satisfaction rate
related to noise by
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Target group
WHO

The Citizens

Neighbours to
events

Citizens in
urban areas

Event
participants

Focus,
Message
WHAT
To gain user
acceptance of
the IoT solutions
Story-oriented

To gain user
acceptance of
the IoT solutions
Story-oriented

Civic
communities

To gain user
acceptance of
the IoT solutions
Story-oriented

Document version: 1.0

Main channels and
HOW

Form

Pilot and local
partner websites
and engagement
channels,
webinar,
Facebook,
Collective
Awareness
Platforms (CAP)
YouTube

Information
material, news
articles/posts,
videos,
demonstrations

Pilot and local
partner websites
and engagement
channels,
Facebook
YouTube
CAP

Information
material, posts,
videos, press
release for Music
and Entertainment
Media

Pilot and local
partner websites
and engagement
channels,
Facebook
project website
Webinar
Website
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Timing
WHEN

Y1 pilot plan completed
Y2 deployment and first feedback
Launch of CAP M20
Webinar 1 – citizen engagement
Launch of open data

Level

Monitor
closely

Keep
informed

Final pilot results in December 2019

Main partners
involved

Pilot partners
Project,
impact, pilot
and
dissemination
managers

Main related impact

neighbours, professionals
and musicians
+5000 users involved in
the social media and
Collective Awareness apps
and sharing data
>98 % acceptability of data
protection, privacy and
trust schemes
>90% satisfaction rate
related to noise by
neighbours, professionals
and musicians

Information
material, news
articles/posts

Y1 pilot plan completed
Y2 deployment and first feedback

Keep
informed

Pilot partners
Project,
impact, pilot
and
dissemination
managers

Y1 pilot plan completed
Y2 deployment and first feedback
Webinar 1 – citizen engagement
Final pilot and replication results in
December 2019

Submission date: 2017-03-31

Keep
informed

Pilot partners
Project,
impact, pilot
and
dissemination
managers

+5000 users involved in
the social media and
Collective Awareness apps
and sharing data
>98 % acceptability of data
protection, privacy and
trust schemes
>75 % approval rate
related to public
participants exposed to the
solutions
>98 % acceptability of data
protection, privacy and
trust schemes
>90% satisfaction rate
related to noise by
neighbours, professionals
and musicians
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Target group
WHO

Focus,
Message
WHAT

Entrepreneurs,
innovators,
developers

Commercially
oriented

General public

To gain user
acceptance of
the IoT solutions
Story-oriented

Educators

Story- and
technologically
oriented

Main channels and
HOW
Pilot and local
partner websites
Open data
repositories, startup service
package,
Twitter,
Website,
Facebook,
Instagram
Project Facebook
page, Pilot
partners’ social
media sites
Website

Website and
social media sites,
academic partner
sites

Form

Timing
WHEN

Level

Social Media
Campaigns,
articles for
Entrepreneur
media and
magazines,
demonstrations,
hackathons, call
for proposals

Y2 Launch of open data repositories
and Entrepreneurship and
Innovation Promotion Package

Keep
informed

News, posts,
articles for public
magazines,
demonstrations

Continuous updates

Main partners
involved

Main related impact

Pilot partners

>95% acceptability of the
toolbox and guidelines
through validation in
incubator environments

industrial
partners,
Project,
impact, pilot
and
dissemination
managers
Monitor

Final pilot and replication results in
December 2019

Project and
dissemination
managers

6 accepted tenders for
further app developments
though call for proposals
>98 % acceptability of data
protection, privacy and
trust schemes
>90% satisfaction rate
related to noise by
neighbours, professionals
and musicians

News, posts,
articles,
publications,
demonstrations

Y2 Launch of open data repositories
and Entrepreneurship and
Innovation Promotion Package
Final pilot and replication results in
December 2019

Monitor

Academic
partners
Project and
dissemination
managers

>75 % approval rate
related to public
participants exposed to the
solutions
>98 % acceptability of data
protection, privacy and
trust schemes
>90% satisfaction rate
related to noise by
neighbours, professionals
and musicians
>75 % approval rate
related to public
participants exposed to the
solutions
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Target group
WHO

Technology Providers

IoT Smart City
integrators

Focus,
Message
WHAT
Encourage to
make the most
of new
technologies
The MONICA
IoT Platform
ecosystem

Component and
system
suppliers, IoT
platform
companies

Technologically
and
commercially
oriented
Encourage to
make the most
of new
technologies
Technologically
and
commercially
oriented

Telecom
companies

Encourage to
make the most
of new
technologies
Technologically
and

Document version: 1.0

Main channels and
HOW
Website, industrial
partner websites,
events, Open data
repositories and
enablers, articles
for tech
magazines
Twitter,
conferences

Form

News articles,
printed material,
demonstrations,
papers, articles

Timing
WHEN
Y3
Conference workshop 2 - MONICA
scalability and integration

Level

Keep
informed

Business models launched June
2019

Main partners
involved

Main related impact

Public pilot
partners,
industrial and
academic
partners

4 interoperability hooks to
Smart City platforms
demonstrated

Technical
manager

Final pilot and replication results in
December 2019

Project,
dissemination
managers
Website, industrial
partner websites,
events, Open data
repositories and
enablers, articles
for techmagazines,
Twitter,
conferences

Website, industrial
partner websites,
events, Open data
repositories and
enablers, articles
for techmagazines Twitter
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News articles,
printed material,
demonstrations,
papers, articles

Y3
Conference workshop 2 - MONICA
scalability and integration

Keep
informed

Business models launched June
2019

Project,
dissemination
managers

Final pilot and replication results in
December 2019

News articles,
printed material,
demonstrations,
papers, articles

Y3
Conference workshop 2 - MONICA
scalability and integration
Business models launched June
2019

Submission date: 2017-03-31

Industrial and
academic
partners
Technical
manager

Keep
informed

Industrial and
academic
partners
Technical
manager

4 demonstrations of cloud
interoperability with public
services
10 sustainable, validated
business models showing
the potential from IoT
platforms
+100.000 users of
connected wearables in
the entire project
17 applications that
integrate wearables and
other sensors
15 applications
simultaneously running on
the same platform
up to 8.000 simultaneous
communication sessions
during an event
10 sustainable, validated
business models showing
the potential from IoT
platforms
+100.000 users of
connected wearables in
the entire project
17 applications that
integrate wearables and
other sensors
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Target group
WHO

Focus,
Message
WHAT

Main channels and
HOW

Form

commercially
oriented

Timing
WHEN

Level

Final pilot and replication results in
December 2019

Main partners
involved

Main related impact

Project,
dissemination
managers

15 applications
simultaneously running on
the same platform
up to 8.000 simultaneous
communication sessions
during an event
10 contributions to ETSI,
oneM2M and radio
spectrum regulations

Security service
providers

Encourage to
make the most
of new
technologies

Website, industrial
partner websites,
webinar, events,
articles for techmagazines Twitter

News articles,
printed material,
demonstrations,
papers, articles

Y3
Conference workshop 2 - MONICA
scalability and integration

Keep
informed

Webinar 2 - security

Technologically
and
commercially
oriented

Technical
manager

Business models launched June
2019

Project,
dissemination
managers

Final pilot and replication results in
December 2019

Acoustic
industry

Encourage to
make the most
of new
technologies

Website, industrial
partner websites,
webinar, events,
articles for techmagazines Twitter

Technologically
and
commercially
oriented

News articles,
printed material,
demonstrations,
papers, articles

Y3
Conference workshop 2 - MONICA
scalability and integration
Webinar 3 - acoustics
Business models launched June
2019
Final pilot and replication results in
December 2019
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Industrial and
academic
partners

Keep
informed

Industrial and
academic
partners,
Technical
manager
Project and
dissemination
managers

10 sustainable, validated
business models showing
the potential from IoT
platforms
98 % acceptability of data
protection, privacy and
trust schemes
>95% approval rate
related to noise and
security by professional
organisers
10 sustainable, validated
business models showing
the potential from IoT
platforms
15 dB(A) reduction of
noise levels in selected
neighbouring areas
>90% satisfaction rate
related to noise by
neighbours, professionals
and musicians
>95% approval rate
related to noise and
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Target group
WHO

Focus,
Message
WHAT

Main channels and
HOW

Form

Timing
WHEN

Level

Main partners
involved

Main related impact

security by professional
organisers

Standardisation
bodies

Technological
dissemination
To enable open
ecosystems at a
large scale

Meetings,
conferences,
exhibitions
Website, Twitter

Presentations,
printed material,
news

Y3
Conference workshop 2 - MONICA
scalability and integration

Keep
satisfied

Regulatory
partners,

10 sustainable, validated
business models showing
the potential from IoT
platforms
10 contributions to ETSI,
oneM2M and radio
spectrum regulations

Technical
manager

Report on standards, regulations
and policies for IoT platforms

project,
dissemination
managers

ICT and IoT
research
communities

Technological
dissemination

Researchers and Innovators

To enable open
ecosystems at a
large scale

Conferences,
meetings,
exhibitions,
Webinars
Website, Twitter

Document version: 1.0

Publications,
presentations,
printed material,
news

Y3
Conference
workshop 2 MONICA
scalability
and
integration

Conferences for paper
submission

Final pilot
and
replication
results in
December
2019

Euronoise
Y2: 27-31/05/18,
submission July-Oct
17
Y3: 27-31/5/19,
submission July-Oct
18

EWSN
Y2: 02/18 2018,
submission 09/17
Y3: 02/19, submission
09/18

ESWC
Y2: May/June 18,
submission NovMarch 18
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Monitor

Academic
partners,
Technical
manager
Project,
dissemination
managers

15 dB(A) reduction of
noise levels in selected
neighbouring areas
4 demonstrations of cloud
interoperability with public
services
4 interoperability hooks to
Smart City platforms
demonstrated
>98 % acceptability of data
protection, privacy and
trust schemes
+100.000 users of
connected wearables in
the entire project
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Target group
WHO

Focus,
Message
WHAT

Main channels and
HOW

Form

Timing
WHEN

Level

Main partners
involved

Y3: May/June 19,
submission NovMarch 19

17 applications that
integrate wearables and
other sensors

IJCAI
Y2: 13-19/07/18,
submission Feb 18
Y3: 07/19, submission
Feb 19

Acoustics
societies

Technological
dissemination

Conferences,
meetings, webinar
Website

Publications,
presentations,
printed material

To enable open
ecosystems at a
large scale

Support actions

Technological
dissemination
To enable open
ecosystems at a
large scale

Y3
Webinar 3 acoustics

15 applications
simultaneously running on
the same platform

Monitor

Meetings,
Shared web
portal,
Website, Twitter

User
acceptance

Presentations,
printed material,
articles for shared
portal

Y3
Conference
workshop 1
– Citizen
engagement
Conference
workshop 2 MONICA
scalability
and
integration
Final pilot
and
replication
results in
December
2019
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BMVC
Y2: 09/18, submission
Feb-Apr 18
Y3: 07/19, submission
Feb-Apr 19
ECCV
Y2: 8-14 Sep 18 ,
submission March18
Y3 Sep 19,
Submission March19
Ubicomp – ACM
Y2: Sep 18,
submission Apr-June
18
Y3: Sep 19,
submission Apr-June
19
KES
Y2: Sep 18
Y3: Sep 19

Submission date: 2017-03-31

Academic
partners
Technical
manager

ECAI
Y2: with IJCAI conf.
Y3: August 19

Foster the takeup of IoT

Document version: 1.0

Internoise
Y2: Aug 18,
submission
Jan-March 18
Y3: Aug 19,
submission
Jan-March 19

Main related impact

Keep
informed

Project,
dissemination
managers
Project and
technical
manager,
Partners
appointed for
the activity
groups

Up to 8.000 simultaneous
communication sessions
during an event
15 dB(A) reduction of
noise levels in selected
neighbouring areas
>90% satisfaction rate
related to noise by
neighbours, professionals
and musicians
>800 value chain actors
involved in webinars,
workshops and
demonstrations
>90% satisfaction rate
related to noise by
neighbours, professionals
and musicians
>95% approval rate
related to noise and
security by professional
organisers
>75 % approval rate
related to public
participants exposed to the
solutions
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Target group
WHO
IoT large scale
pilots

Focus,
Message
WHAT
Technological
dissemination
To enable open
ecosystems at a
large scale

Main channels and
HOW
Meetings,
Shared web
portal,
exhibitions,
website, Twitter

Form

Presentations,
printed material,
articles for shared
portal

Foster the takeup of IoT

Timing
WHEN

Level

Monitor
Y3
Conference
workshop 2 MONICA
scalability
and
integration

ICCV
Y2: Oct 18,
submission March 18
Y3: Oct 19,
submission March 19

Main partners
involved

Main related impact

Project and
technical
manager

15 applications
simultaneously running on
the same platform

Partners
appointed for
the activity
groups

up to 8.000 simultaneous
communication sessions
during an event
10 contributions to ETSI,
oneM2M and radio
spectrum regulations

Final pilot
and
replication
results in
December
2019

AIOTI - The
European
Alliance of IoT
Innovation

Technological
dissemination
Best Practice
To enable open
ecosystems at a
large scale

Conferences,
meetings,
exhibitions,
webinars,
Website, Twitter

Presentations,
printed material,
mails, meetings

Foster the takeup of IoT

Sustainable
business

Document version: 1.0

Technological
dissemination

Keep
informed

Members of
AIOTI,

4 demonstrations of cloud
interoperability with public
services for business and
private purposes
All impacts communicated

Project
manager

Webinar 2 security and
3 -acoustics

User
acceptability

IoT EPI and IoT
Open platforms

Y3
Conference
workshop 2 MONICA
scalability
and
integration

4 interoperability hooks to
Smart City platforms
demonstrated

Open data
repositories and
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Presentations,
mails

Final pilot
and
replication
results in
December
2019
Y3
Conference
workshop 2 Submission date: 2017-03-31

Keep
informed

Project
manager,

>95% acceptability of the
toolbox and guidelines
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Target group
WHO

Focus,
Message
WHAT
To enable open
ecosystems at a
large scale

ICT Art
Community

Foster the takeup of IoT
Technological
dissemination

Main channels and
HOW

Form

enablers,
meetings, website

Meetings, website

Timing
WHEN

Level

MONICA
scalability
and
integration

Presentations,
mails

Foster the takeup of IoT

Business
models
launched
June 2019

Monitor

Main partners
involved

Main related impact

Technical
partners

through validation in
incubator environments

Project
manager,

>800 value chain actors
involved in webinars,
workshops and
demonstrations

Cultural
partners

Final pilot
and
replication
results in
December
2019

Regulators

Local politicians

National
politicians

Solution- and
story-oriented

Pilot and local
partner websites,
Conferences,
meetings,
webinar, website

Presentations,
news articles,
mails, deliverables

Y2
Webinar 1 – citizen engagement

10 sustainable, validated
business models showing
the potential from IoT
platforms

Manage
closely

Project, pilot
and
dissemination
managers

Y3 Conference workshop 1 – citizen
engagement

Final pilot and replication results in
December 2019

Pilot partners

Keep
satisfied

15 dB(A) reduction of
noise levels in selected
neighbouring areas
>90% satisfaction rate
related to noise by
neighbours, professionals
and musicians
>95% Approval rate
related to noise and
security by professional
organisers
>75 % approval rate
related to public
participants exposed to the
solutions
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Target group
WHO
Law
enforcement
organisations

Focus,
Message
WHAT
Solution- and
story-oriented

Main channels and
HOW
Webinar,
meetings
website

Form

Presentations

Timing
WHEN
Y3

Level

Keep
satisfied

Webinar 2 -security

Solution- and
story-oriented

Webinar,
meetings
website

Presentations

Y3

Data protection
experts

Technological
and storyoriented

Technological
and storyoriented

Meetings,
conferences

Meetings,
conferences

Pilot partners,

>98 % acceptability of data
protection, privacy and
trust schemes

Project and
dissemination
managers

Keep
satisfied

Regulatory
partners

Webinar 3 -acoustics
Pilot partners
Project and
dissemination
managers

Final pilot and replication results in
December 2019

EU regulators

Main related impact

Regulatory
partners,

Final pilot and replication results in
December 2019

Noise regulation
communities

Main partners
involved

Presentations,
printed material

Publications,
presentations,
printed material

Y3
Report on standards, regulations
and policies for IoT platforms

Final pilot and replication results in
December 2019

Keep
satisfied

Keep
satisfied

Regulatory
partners,
project and
dissemination
managers

Data protection
manager,
Regulatory
partners
Project and
dissemination
managers
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>90% satisfaction rate
related to noise by
neighbours, professionals
and musicians
>95% approval rate
related to noise and
security by professional
organisers
>98 % acceptability of data
protection, privacy and
trust schemes
>90% satisfaction rate
related to noise by
neighbours, professionals
and musicians
10 contributions to ETSI,
oneM2M and radio
spectrum regulations
>98 % acceptability of data
protection, privacy and
trust schemes
>98 % acceptability of data
protection, privacy and
trust schemes
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11 Appendix B: Project Templates
All templates display the project logo and full title. Templates for external communication/dissemination are
designed to ensure a uniform impression, presenting the MONICA project as a brand.
Presentation template

Deliverable template
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Press release template
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12 Appendix C: Logo Colour Choices
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13 Appendix D: Press Releases
General project press release for EU channels and for general partner usage
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Municipality of Torino 3rd August 2016: http://www.torinoclick.it/?p=56309
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14 Appendix E: News Releases on Partner Websites and Social Media Platforms
This list contains examples of news releases on partner websites.
Technical University of Denmark, November 2016: http://www.dtu.dk/nyheder/dtuavisen/nyhed?id=B544349F-C004-4E9C-9B6E-12FD2FCA0419
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January 2017: http://www.elektro.dtu.dk/nyheder/nyhed?id=A9CA8066-5258-4490-96E6-B7E7E4B1A490
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Copenhagen City
December 2016
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Hamburg’s Agency for Geoinformation and Survey – City of Hamburg
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Kingston University London
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15 Appendix F: Press Coverage
The following list shows examples of MONICA in the press.
TV Lorry, Regional TV station, Denmark, 29. November 2016, http://www.tv2lorry.dk/nyheder/29-112016/2227/millionprojekt-skal-give-bedre-lyd-i-tivoli

Metroxpress (Danish free newspaper), 29. November 2016:
http://www.mx.dk/penge_erhverv/nyheder/story/27567822
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Gramex.dk, December 2016, the Danish organisation in charge of administering the financial rights of
performing artists and record companies: http://gramex.dk/turn-up-the-music-and-reduce-unwanted-acousticexposure/
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WDR - Westdeutscher Rundfunk, 27. January 2017, http://www1.wdr.de/nachrichten/rheinland/sicherheitgrossveranstaltungen-100.html
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Rhein-Sieg-Anzeiger, Köln, 28 January 2017 http://www.ksta.de/region/rhein-sieg-bonn/sanktaugustin/sankt-augustin-forscher-entwickeln-systeme-fuer-mehr-sicherheit-bei-grossveranstaltungen25633310
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General-Anzeiger Bonn, 29 January 2017 http://www.general-anzeiger-bonn.de/ga-english/Guardian-angelto-support-large-events-in-the-region-article3460927.html

Eurobrief from Network Enterprise Europe – March 2017
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EC portals

https://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/portal/desktop/en/support/faqs/faq933.html
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